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Foreign Enterprise Establishment in
China

A contract? A contract is an excuse to have dinner.

Interviewee #18

Introduction

Chinese authorities are keen to lure foreign investors into the Chinese
marketplace, and foreigners drawn by China’s growth have been eager 
to leap into that market. These overlapping interests have led to huge
flows in FDI into China (see figure 2.1), as exemplified by investments by
General Motors, Motorola, and Kodak, each exceeding or pledged to ex-
ceed $1 billion. The trade flows have followed, as shown in tables 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.3. For all the dollars (and yen, won, etc.) and all the projects, the
process begins with the investment approval system and negotiations for
permission to establish a business in China. By recounting the experiences
of expatriates in dealing with that system, this chapter will help to deter-
mine the compatibility of China’s implicit investment regime with inter-
national expectations. In addition, it examines the policy implications of
those aspects that fall short of expectations.

The existing formal process does act as an entry barrier to many foreign
firms, whether directly or indirectly. For many foreign producers, being
denied a local presence in China is tantamount to being denied market
access for their goods and services. This results largely from the intrica-
cies of managing sales and distribution in China, and many of these com-
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Table 2.1   US-China trade, 1980, 1985-97 (millions of dollars)

US data Chinese data

Exports Imports Trade balance Exports Imports Trade balance

1980 3,754 1,058 2,696 na na na
1985 3,856 3,862 –6 2,352 5,090 –2,738
1986 3,106 4,771 –1,665 2,632 4,717 –2,085
1987 3,497 6,293 –2,796 3,037 4,831 –1,794
1988 5,021 8,511 –3,490 3,380 6,631 –3,251
1989 5,775 11,990 –6,215 na na na
1990 4,806 15,237 –10,431 5,179 6,588 –1,409
1991 6,278 18,959 –12,681 6,159 8,008 –1,849
1992 7,418 25,728 –18,310 8,594 8,901 –307
1993 8,763 31,540 –22,777 16,964 10,687 6,277
1994 9,282 38,787 –29,505 21,461 13,894 7,567
1995 11,754 45,543 –33,789 24,714 16,118 8,596
1996 11,978 51,495 –39,520 42,841 26,685 16,156
1997 12,805 62,552 –49,747 na na 16,300

na = not available.

Note: US exports are valued free alongside ship (FAS), and US imports are valued on a
customs valuation basis.

Sources: U.S. Foreign Trade Highlights, 1996, US Department of Commerce; China
Statistical Yearbook, 1997, China State Statistical Bureau;
http://www.uschina.org/press/trade5–6.html, July 1998, US-China Business Council.

Figure 2.1   Foreign direct investment in China, 1991-97
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Table 2.3   China's top trading partners,
                  1996 (percentages)

Share of
China’s
exports

Share of
China’s
imports

Share of
total trade

Japan 20.4 21.0 20.7
NIEs-3a 9.3 23.2 16.0
United States 17.7 11.6 14.8
Hong Kong 21.8 5.6 14.0
European Union 13.1 14.3 13.7
ASEAN-4b 3.4 4.9 4.1
Rest of the world 14.3 19.3 16.7

Regional subtotals
East Asiac 54.9 54.8 54.8
APECd 75.4 71.6 73.6

a. NIEs-3 comprises Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea.
b. ASEAN-4 comprises Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, and
Thailand.
c. Japan, Hong Kong, ASEAN-4. and NIEs-3.
d. The 18 member economies of the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum.

Source: Australia Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade,
East Asia Analytical Unit (1997a, 153).

Table 2.2    Japan-China trade, 1985-97
                   (millions of dollars)

Exports Imports Trade balance

1985 12,477 6,783 5,694
1986 9,856 5,653 4,203
1987 8,250 7,401 849
1988 9,476 9,859  –383
1989 8,516 11,146  –2,630
1990 6,130 12,054  –5,924
1991 8,593 14,216  –5,623
1992 11,949 16,953  –5,004
1993 17,273 20,565  –3,292
1994 18,682 27,566  –8,884
1995 21,931 35,922  –13,991
1996 21,890 40,551  –18,661
1997 21,724 41,797  –20,073

Note: $1.00 = 121.10

Source: Custom Statistics, http://www.mof.go.jp/trade-
st/199728c.htm#KUNI, July 1998, Japanese Ministry of Finance.
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plexities arise from central-level commercial policies. But the temptation
to blame everything on policy is wrong: transitional, self-imposed, and
market structure problems are present as well, and they cannot be attrib-
uted to present government actions (though they may reflect a lack of
government intervention or past practice).

The process of establishing a business has evolved so significantly since
reforms began in 1979 that the pioneers who stepped into the Middle
Kingdom 20 years ago would barely recognize the process today. The
snapshot presented later reflects mid-1997 conditions; a review of how the
process evolved over the reform period can be found elsewhere.1 While
the regime will continue to change in years to come, this description
should retain its relevance as a benchmark for some time.

Three groups of issues surface repeatedly for those establishing a pres-
ence in China. The first pertains to market information, as they need to ac-
curately assess the Chinese market. Problems include gaps in pertinent
market information—the economy is evolving so rapidly that accurate
statistics are difficult to collect—and local firms’ use of privileged infor-
mation (such as bid selection criteria) to monopolize commercial oppor-
tunities. Potential investors are also uncertain about the behavior of other
foreign firms in China, especially whether or not they are forming collu-
sive business-government partnerships to foreclose markets.2 Finally, for-
eign investors are hampered by ignorance and error as they try to under-
stand Chinese politics, psychology, and culture. 

The second set of issues involves the strategic choices foreigners make
about their operations. These include questions of market proximity and
geographic location. Investors must position themselves along various
strategic continuums, as they decide to prioritize domestic market sales or
to export; to employ high-level technology that must be guarded or, more
timidly, to transfer outmoded equipment; to aggressively push to do
things the foreign way under strong expatriate leadership or to pursue a
more cooperative approach built around separate spheres of control; to
begin with a loss-leader venture meant to make friends and collect local
experience or to focus immediately on profitability. Often (but not always)
these dimensions apply across sectors. As will become clear, they are in-
terrelated; the choice about one may alter decisions about others. While
the foreign investor must take responsibility for the final framework
negotiated, authorities at various levels affect the choices through policy,
informal pressure, or both.
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1. See, e.g., IMF (1993), Shirk (1994), Lardy (1994), and Naughton (1996b) for a range of
perspectives.

2. Susan Schwab, dean of the School of Public Affairs at the University of Maryland and a
keen analyst of commercial conditions in China, observes further that information gleaned
in one province has little value in other provinces (personal communication, 16 June 1998).
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Third are the specific tactical details that must be considered during
negotiations. These include structural decisions involving management
(i.e., control), labor, finance, and phasing; bargaining over incentives (such
as tax holidays) and obligations (such as requirements regarding exports
or local content); and interpreting the sometimes ambiguous laws that
provide the half-enforced, half-ignored guidelines for foreign investment.

There is much interplay among the three areas. For example, the care-
ful selection of strategic partners will facilitate information gathering; but
the better connected a partner, the greater the concessions that the nego-
tiating authorities may seek to extract on its behalf. There is a traditional
Chinese view, embraced by many FIE managers as well, that market in-
formation, a smooth negotiation, and prosperous operations naturally
flow from the “right relationship.” It is often contrasted with the preoc-
cupation (characterized as Anglo-American) with legalities and due dili-
gence. In the aftermath of the Asian financial crises of 1997, however,
many Chinese authorities are showing a new interest in more Western
modes of vetting investors. Market evaluations based on transparent
macro- and microeconomic data, investment strategies judged against a
matrix of commercial, regulatory, and demographic variables instead of a
web of friendships, and finally negotiations guided by rules of law look
increasingly like the way of the future in China. 

The Investment Regime

Before turning to the issues that expatriates highlighted, a brief sketch of
China’s explicit investment regime and the basic steps FIEs pass through
is in order.3

Foreign investment in China is today covered by laws, implementing
regulations, and a variety of specific, though less formal, guidelines. The
1978 Law on Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures was the first legal instrument
to cover FIEs, followed by implementing regulations in 1983. Regulations
extended the law to wholly owned foreign enterprises (WOFEs) in 1989
and 1990. In 1986 the State Council handed down the 22 Articles, which
clarified details of FIE obligations and incentives. All along, circulars and
notices have held forth on specific questions. In the mid-1990s, industry-
specific guidance (discussed later) officially set down the government’s
investment priorities, which would-be investors previously had only
been able to infer on an ad hoc basis.
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3. This is by no means a comprehensive account. More details can be found in the publica-
tions of the US-China Business Council, the China-related publications of the Economist
Intelligence Unit, and increasingly at Internet sites focused on China (e.g., the website of the
US Embassy in Beijing, http://www.usembassy-china.gov/english). See also the commer-
cial guide of the US Foreign Commercial Service available at National Trade Database
(NTDB) websites such as www.flatrade.org/CCG/china.htm.
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Thus today, unlike the early 1980s, most rules governing foreign in-
vestment and investors are published and known. The intentions of cen-
tral authorities are generally clear, though to what lengths they will go to
prevent local authorities from circumventing them is an important unre-
solved (if not untested) question. That foreign investors are denied rights
of establishment for political or economic reasons in numerous important
sectors is the subject of much contention. China’s trading partners are not
likely to concede them, and thus as China grows more eager for full inte-
gration with the world economy, these policies may change. For example,
FIEs are involved in distribution to an extent seemingly at odds with pol-
icy, so while this sector is the focus of pivotal talks with China over
accession to the WTO it is important to remember that often in China the
official line and reality diverge substantially.

Guidelines for Investment

Prior to the central government’s 1995 promulgation of Provisional
Regulations for Guiding the Direction of Foreign Investment (hereafter
called the Guidelines),4 sectoral investment priorities were treated as in-
ternal information and were not formally available. The revised version of
this significant document is included as appendix A of this book. For the
first time, the Guidelines stated publicly a top-level design, by industry,
for approving and disapproving the establishment of FIEs, including
whether the WOFE or JV was preferred or required. They provide both
prescriptions and proscriptions, with four categories of project: encour-
aged, restricted, prohibited, and permitted. 

Encouraged ventures, such as manufacture of equipment for reclaiming
wasteland, can expect a warm reception; management will enjoy greater
freedom of control and access to incentives, with fewer performance re-
quirements. Restricted sectors, such as manufacture of elevators, require
that the foreign investor justify the enterprise by demonstrating some ad-
vantage to China (in the encouraged category, the benefits are assumed).
Usually manufacturers are restricted because the sector already contains
entrenched competitors not eager for more competition in the domestic
market (and shielded to date by the external protection regime). Prohibited
sectors include industries in which competition with domestic firms seems
virtually unthinkable, such as in the area of traditional herbal medicines,
as well as those sectors thought to concern national security (e.g., mainte-
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4. Howson (1997) refers to them as the “Industrial Investment Catalogue Guiding Foreign
Investment.” They were issued jointly by the State Planning Commission, the State
Economic and Trade Commission, and the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperation (MOFTEC).
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nance of electric power grids) or to have the potential to harm the country
(e.g., moviemaking, prostitution, casinos). Finally, the permitted category
is a neutral catchall for any areas not assigned to the other three categories.

In practice, vague language in the restricted category permits central
authorities (who automatically review some projects and have the final
say on all) to arbitrarily reject projects they object to; ventures in encour-
aged sectors can also be blocked. Conversely, some ventures in prohibited
industries have involved foreign investors despite the Guidelines: they do
in fact function as guidelines, not absolute rules.

The real value of these categories for investors is not in declaring that
casinos are prohibited and inland water treatment joint ventures encour-
aged; such patterns of approval and disapproval had already been widely
recognized even though they were officially regarded as confidential
matters of state, or neibu. Rather, by putting policy on the record the
Guidelines temper the arbitrary character of approvals and disapprovals
and preclude some local-central stalemates over technicalities. Moreover,
promulgation of the Guidelines signals that the period of central govern-
ment experimentation is winding down: the categories make clear which
sectors, broadly speaking, should be closed off from foreign participation
and which thrown open. That written commitment has given provincial
officials the confidence to grant approval to some projects that previously
would have waited for a wink from Beijing, thus reducing the time re-
quired for establishment. 

According to official Chinese statistics for FDI by sector in 1996, the
24,556 projects approved that year had an average value of just under $3
million. Given the practice of requiring central approval only for projects
larger than $10 million (or $30 million in designated areas, including most
of coastal China, where investment is heaviest), and notwithstanding
cases in which restricted-sector status made central approval necessary,
local authority should have sufficed for the great majority of these proj-
ects. The significance of the $30 million cutoff (there are many $29.9 mil-
lion projects in China) will be discussed later.

The Guidelines are not immutable; periodic adjustments should be ex-
pected, as occurred in December 1997. However, they do make abrupt
changes in approval policy less common. Some changes would be wel-
come: important areas remain inadequately addressed by the Guidelines.
Regarding distribution and services, for example, central authorities have
agreed to open the door only slowly, mostly through a process of “creep-
ing interpretation”—that is, a reliance on administrative guidance rather
than laws and regulations. Thus foreign ventures are popping up in the
casino gaming industry (unambiguously prohibited); there are wholly
foreign-owned fuel service stations where there should not be (especially
in Guangdong); foreigners are running distribution centers; and cellular
giants quietly help manage phone networks even while they seek ap-
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proval of the right to do so.5 Cultural and media realms have also been in-
filtrated: foreign multiplex developers are pushing to establish movie the-
aters (interview #57) while financial news services, after a tussle with of-
ficial Xinhua news, have been given the green light to operate (#86).6

It is broadly acknowledged that authorities do not really care about
FIEs overstepping the guidelines in some areas. Dunkin’ Donuts of the
United States, for example, is registered in Beijing as a manufacturing
joint venture, because foreign enterprises are supposed to be “produc-
tive”: that is, they are supposed to make useful things (while doughnuts
are useful, they are not what Deng Xiaoping originally had in mind)
(#87).7 Thus, exceptions are made to the Guidelines when it serves a spe-
cial interest to do so. A handful of foreign retailers have been permitted to
open “superstores,” such as a Sam’s Club in Guangdong. Other enter-
prises are founded on still shakier grounds. Though foreign participation
in telecommunications network management is prohibited, it is widely
believed to occur (##20, 28). Explicit identification of a participant would
probably lead to a crackdown, but that risk has not stopped investors.
Discretion is the better part of valor in some markets, where a “don’t ask,
don’t tell” policy prevails. 

Along with the informal factors, official interpretations trickle down
and shape how investment guidelines are implemented. In the revision
published by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation
(MOFTEC) in December 1997, new inducements for high-technology in-
vestors were in evidence. Redirecting investment policies in China, like
turning a large ship, takes much time and exertion. Only after central au-
thorities have demonstrated commitment to a policy does implementa-
tion take place at the local level and in remote locales. But foreign enter-
prises, by contrast, react more quickly to changes in central guidance, as
they are more eager for a legitimating basis. 

From the perspective of a potential foreign investor, therefore, China is
not wide open. Investment in some sectors is banned, because of both
commercial and security concerns; other areas remain difficult to invest
in. The flow of investment that would be attracted by such straightfor-
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5. On gaming industries, see EIU’s China Hand (1996b, chapter 14); on fuel stations, inter-
views ##12 and 14, and EIU (1997, chapter 6); on foreigners involved in distribution, inter-
views ##1, 21, 76, and 83; and on telecommunications, interviews ##20 and 28.

6. US Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin hailed the move to allow foreign news services
greater latitude in China during his September 1997 visit to China: “It suggests to me that
Chinese authorities appreciate that you cannot have financial markets without access to the
latest and best financial information” (see Lateline report, 26 September 1997,
http://china.muzi.net/news/q/2179.shtm).

7. John Fernald, a China specialist at the US Federal Reserve, points out that food is treated
as part of manufacturing in the standard international classification (SIC) of products; that
the retail points of sales where the doughnuts are sold are the exceptional matter is some-
thing of a fine distinction (personal communication, 16 June 1998). 
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ward factors as low labor costs is thus heavily influenced by central pol-
icy. Most developing countries encourage certain kinds of investment;
China is not alone in its investment goals (see figure 2.2). 

China is pondering whether to redouble or reduce its industrial pol-
icy activism, including the investment regime. The Asian financial crisis
seems to be changing Chinese thinking on this question, which until 
mid-1997 had been leaning toward a Japanese- or South Korean-style
conglomerate-building endeavor. At a minimum, Chinese industrial pol-
icy ambitions are likely to be more modest as a result of the crisis, with
fewer sectors earmarked for complete closure to foreign competition. But
the basic steps for approval will remain, though perhaps in a more
streamlined and less capricious form. 

The Approval Process: Basic Requirements

The steps required to establish an FIE in China vary, depending on form
of venture (JV or WOFE), industry, location, and size. In the case of an eq-
uity joint venture, the most common investment vehicle to date (see table
2.4), there are roughly six steps to establishment. The process described is
adapted from a successful negotiation in late 1995 between an American
conglomerate and an entity carved out from a government agency to act
as the Chinese business partner:

1. The potential partners sign a letter of intent, then a memorandum of un-
derstanding (the latter is not standardized). These explore the options
for cooperation and the objectives of the parties in the business venture:
the foreign investor and the Chinese joint venture partner(s), which can
be governmental or nongovernmental. This agreement probably fol-
lowed a period of informal exploration and mutual sizing up. 

2. Once the parties are clear on their objectives, a more detailed project
proposal is prepared; this will be submitted to the overseeing authority
responsible for the Chinese partner, under the authority of MOFTEC
(or another ministry with responsibility for the industry in question) or
its provincial and municipal subsidiaries. The package may include a
preliminary feasibility study and background materials on the foreign
partner, including financial documentation. Additional materials
might include a justification for foreign participation, a list of technol-
ogy to be transferred to the venture, an assessment of the physical lo-
cation and impact of the venture, the structure of the venture, and the
schedule of development. The overseeing authority may request addi-
tional materials at this time, and after revisions are made it may ap-
prove the project to the next stage. The project can be approved in as
little time as a month (as in the case adapted here), or it can languish
indefinitely in administrative limbo.
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3. Once approved by the overseeing authority responsible for the indus-
try/sector (e.g., the Shanghai Tourism Bureau), the proposal and the
authority’s comments are passed on to the municipal (or other rele-
vant) government, such as the Shanghai Municipal People’s Govern-
ment (perhaps to its “foreign investment office”), for project registration.
Copies of the proposal must be circulated to all the pertinent depart-
ments in that government, such as the Bureaus of City Planning,
Environmental Protection, and Fire Protection. Important decision
makers in the government might be invited at this stage to visit
demonstration facilities at the foreign investor’s home operations.

4. Once the government grants registration of the project, the partners
must prepare the contract and the full feasibility study. The feasibility
study includes key information that affects the contract as well (it is not
infrequently the main instrument for designing the venture).8 These
details include its structure (equity split in the case of a JV), employ-
ment and management (number and role of expatriates), local content
to be used, export objectives if applicable, technology to be transferred,
total investment and registered capital, source of financing, and ex-
pected rate of return. The feasibility study and contract will go through
a comment and evaluation period during which the terms may be re-
vised. They are then formally submitted to the government by the
Chinese party for approval of contract and articles of association.

5. After the venture is approved, the partners apply for a business license,
the legitimizing document granted by the licensing authority of the mu-
nicipality, by the State Administration for Industry and Commerce
(SAIC) at the national level, or by its subsidiaries at lower levels. The
license formally establishes the venture and provides it with legal status.

6. Authorization to set up foreign exchange and other bank accounts, op-
erating permits for facilities approved, residence permits for foreign
staff, etc. are obtained by submitting the license to the respective au-
thorities. The venture may begin operating.

Contractual joint ventures (CJVs) are less ambitious ventures used
mostly for lower-value-added export-processing operations. They are
considered to be short-term enterprises and have declined in number in
recent years as other forms became more popular. Setting them up in-
volves a similar set of steps; but because they are largely export process-
ing, the occasionally contentious issues of performance requirements,
management control, and finance and returns are not as complicated and
the process is more streamlined. Furthermore, the definition of their op-
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8. US firms might include certain terms regarding expropriation and third-party arbitration
as well, as the United States and China do not have a bilateral investment treaty. Most of
China’s other major trading partners (Japan, Germany, and the United Kingdom) do.
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eration is less statutory and more contractual. The matrix in figure 2.3 will
clarify the trade-offs such firms might experience.

For WOFEs, as with JVs, the goal is approval by MOFTEC (or, better
yet, its lower-level units).9 In addition to the $30 million ceiling beyond
which central-level approval is required,10 WOFEs frequently trigger re-
view by MOFTEC on other grounds.11 In a number of sectors WOFE
structures either are prohibited in the Guidelines or automatically require
approval by the central authorities. Unlike those seeking joint ventures,
potential WOFE investors must submit a lengthy assessment of the enter-
prise (known as a baogao) to the relevant people’s government authorities
(in the previous example, the Shanghai Municipal People’s Government)
prior to applying to the investment approval authorities. This report in-
tends to establish accountability for the future requirements of the WOFE,
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9. This discussion of the distinguishing characteristics of WOFEs owes a great deal to the
trenchant analysis of Howson (1997).

10. Projects exceeding $30 million in total investment require central approval (by MOFTEC
and the State Planning Commission); in the interior the limit is generally $10 million.
Projects exceeding $100 million require State Council approval as well. These measures are
ostensibly to deter profligate spending by local officials ill-prepared to negotiate with savvy
foreign investors.

11. These include any reliance on allocation of state-distributed commodities, any impact on
the national energy or transportation systems, an impact on the trade balance, a requirement
for import licenses, etc.; in other words, there are almost limitless grounds for central review
should the center wish to exercise that power. 

Figure 2.3   Strategic trade-offs in the establishment
                    process

FIE preferences Chinese preferences

Small investment Large investment

Produce for domestic market Export orientation

Low-level technology/value
added

High-level technology/value
added

WOFE structure Chinese majority joint
venture structure

National market orientation Single market orientation

Gradually phased paid-in
capital

“Big bang” up-front capital
injection

Perceived utility of venture to China

Desirable Undesirable

Note: The more “desirable” a proposed investment, the closer it can come to the FIE
preference side in each case. Most important, the obligations of the venture are
somewhat fungible among the various trade-off areas.
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and the local government must then certify that they can be met. This step
presents foreign investors (and local authorities) with a substantial task,
one that would be largely assumed by the Chinese partner in a JV.12

Differences in regulations governing the establishment of WOFEs affect
their future operations in several ways, influencing management control,
decision making, potential legal liability, and capital composition ratios.
But the primary and defining difference is that WOFEs must satisfy one
of two performance requirements: either a high export ratio (greater than 50
percent annually) or an advanced level of technology. As discussed later,
these can be negotiated into JV contracts by Chinese authorities. For
WOFEs, these requirements are theoretically a nonnegotiable statutory el-
ement, but in practice they are negotiated as well. 

WOFEs, equity JVs, and contractual ventures represent the overwhelm-
ing majority of foreign ventures established in China today, and this study
focuses primarily on the first two. However, the authorities are experi-
menting with a variety of new foreign investment structures, some of which
will no doubt become more common. A Partnership Law was passed in
early 1997, though it is being implemented slowly (Clarke, Howson, and
Ganliang 1997). The recent Company Law now makes it possible for some
foreign firms to more easily open branches. Joint stock companies, limited
liability companies, holding companies, joint trading companies, and for-
eign retail, distribution, and captured finance companies are all forms
being explored, though cautiously. Their proliferation reflects the matura-
tion of China’s economy, the deepening complexity of FIE needs, and the
changing orientation of central authorities—increasingly outward—as
they feel the effects of international economic events.

Challenges for Foreign Investors 

The next topic is the concerns and observation of the expatriates inter-
viewed for this study, most of whom have had considerable experience in
grappling with the process of establishing a venture.

Market Information Issues

Why China Is Opaque

A foreign investor’s first concern is market intelligence. While, as de-
scribed already, the foreign investment regime and guidelines for invest-
ment promotion have become more transparent in recent years, the infor-
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12. While this additional task is onerous, it can have a substantial payoff, as there will be
fewer surprises down the road.
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mation they provide barely begins to suffice. Surveys point to information
gaps as primary FIE concerns. Several interviewees for this study de-
scribed the need for inside information as the main reason why partner-
ing with a favored Chinese entity is so important. 

The difficulties of foreigners (and nonlocal Chinese, for that matter) in
obtaining clear information on markets, economic trends, and other mat-
ters arise for a number of reasons. First, Chinese statistical data at all lev-
els—local, provincial, and central—are subject to both intentional and un-
intentional biases. For example, production might be overstated to attract
investors, or understated to avoid taxation: because the inaccuracies have
so many causes, it is difficult to adjust for them. 

Second, until recently private reporting on economic matters—which
can help fill the gaps left by uncertain official statistics—was discouraged,
and even prohibited. Seemingly mundane statistics were treated as state
secrets, and reporters were threatened or occasionally imprisoned for vi-
olating national security when they provided basic economic information
to mainstream media. Obviously, in such an environment good sources of
market and economic analysis were hard to come by. 

Third, in response to the growing demand for better economic infor-
mation, the central government recently proposed to loosen its tight
hold—but only to the extent of giving state-run Xinhua News Service a
monopoly to disseminate official data. This idea did not go over well with
the foreign community or with domestic businesses, long accustomed as
they were to Chinese media that lied about even the weather. The initia-
tive was rescinded, and economic consultancies both foreign and domes-
tic are springing up to fill various needs.13 Still, it will be some time be-
fore accurate information on basic economic indicators is freely available:
information that ought to be provided as a public service gets held back
so that government agencies told to be entrepreneurial might profit.

Fourth, the interviews for this study suggest that much of the informa-
tion that firms depend on—to get approvals, learn about contracts, resolve
disputes, appeal a customs duty rate, and the like—is gleaned from inside
or “informal” sources. Inside information, in these cases, may concern the
disposition of telecom purchasing authorities, or it may involve formal
state policies that are neibu—that is, official policies not publicly promul-
gated but rather restricted to circulate among regulators. What could be
called informal information reflects the ubiquity of guanxi, or “relation-
ships” (the common English translation), and demonstrates how they
shape commercial behavior. For example, the knowledge that a hypothet-
ical Mr. Wang will oversee approvals for new licenses to distribute goods
might tell a firm that partnering with Mr. Wang’s cousin would secure
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13. A number of consultancies have existed since the 1980s, distributing information from
the outside within China (and thus unaffected by the Xinhua gambit). The concern, however,
is good information on internal developments.
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them a license, whereas partnering with that cousin’s competitors would
diminish their chances.14 Other forms of informal knowledge include in-
sight into a potential customer’s creditworthiness: in the absence of mod-
ern credit rating agencies, hard-to-come-by local information is crucial.

Interviewees described the importance of having Chinese partner com-
panies or sympathetic overseeing authorities provide them with the priv-
ileged information they needed to identify and exploit profitable oppor-
tunities and to avoid wasting time on chimerical ones. Such interaction is
part of the nature of guanxi. To manage relationships and learn to profit
from this information-processing landscape (which most Western execu-
tives would probably call corrupt on its face, as did several interviewees)
is not easy, and it makes some uncomfortable. In many advanced econo-
mies, the same behavior would lead to charges of bid rigging, insider
trading, and other transgressions too numerous to count. Adding to the
difficulty, investors must navigate these information channels to reach
agreement on the right venture, with the right partners, and in the right
location, all before they even enter the Chinese market. 

FIEs respond in several ways to these challenges. Many have intro-
duced their operations in phases (discussed later), starting simply with a
representative office to serve as a “learning center” and only gradually
building up toward more value-added activities. Many firms enlist the
services of overseas Chinese. These huaqiao (overseas) Chinese are more at
ease casually plying clubs and corridors for information in local Chinese
dialects; but they also have MBAs and engineering degrees and under-
stand the psychology and imperatives of modern multinational firms.
Throughout China today, and throughout the firms interviewed for this
study, these multiculturalists make up an important share of management
and represent a key strategy for dealing with information problems.15

A less successful information acquisition strategy is to rely entirely on
joint venture partners, local authorities, or high-ranking patrons. Overly
rosy analysis from these partners (combined with wishful foreign think-
ing, perhaps) regularly leads to trouble. Pro-China policies in neighboring
countries can also create problems. For example, the government of
Singapore has made large official investments in China and has strongly
prompted Singaporean firms to set up operations in Singapore-bankrolled
manufacturing parks. Bottom-line realism is dampening the enthusiasm
of firms to oblige. Business China, a publication of the Economist In-
telligence Unit (EIU), notes that Singaporean encouragement may have
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14. Of course these same partners and authorities will have other relationships, too, and
they will benefit from such knowledge as well, including proprietary information about an
FIE, its pricing strategies, technology, and market share; so guanxi cuts both ways.

15. Weidenbaum and Hughes’s Bamboo Network (1996) is a fascinating and readable account
of the importance of the members of the Chinese diaspora in understanding Asia’s modern
business dynamism, with particular attention to their role in China.
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harmed its firms: “[S]ome executives feel it may have made the companies
even less prepared—complacent even—for the cutthroat competition in
China” (15 September 1997, 9).16

The chairman of the China venture of a major Western agribusiness
company observed that the responses of firms to the information problem
varied by nationality: “Asian firms come in with a shotgun approach, and
pare back to what works; [North American and European firms] tend to be
much more about core competence” (#2). Interviewees with Japanese firms
confirmed a greater inclination than most Western firms to negotiate and
establish a larger number of FIEs (##65, 67, 68, 70). Many Asian respon-
dents (both with Asian and Western ventures) thought it silly and self-
defeating to react to poor information with hesitation and long, drawn-
out due diligence. The preferred Japanese strategy, it seems, is to get in
quickly; then, once the fog of uncertainty clears and it becomes apparent
where the “money-spinners” are, poorly conceived ventures can be de-
prived of financial support and allowed to lie dormant. However, dotting
the commercial landscape with moribund ventures has its downside: ad-
verse effects on a firm’s relationships in government and the private sec-
tor, on public perceptions, and on a firm’s overall organizational structure.

Firms doing economic analysis are profiting from the FIE thirst for
information. They have mushroomed along with FDI dollars, and re-
strictions on such operations are easing as Beijing becomes more aware 
of their importance. Chinese institutes both independent and quasi-
independent now sell consulting services and analysis. Foreign and Sino-
foreign companies are increasingly getting into this market (e.g., inter-
viewee #79 heads a foreign-owned firm providing Western ventures with
translations and analyses of stories related to their industries in the daily
Chinese press).

Keeping Up with the Joneses and the Yamamotos

Interviewees for this study identified a second problem: poor information
on the intentions of rivals from developed economies. This has fueled
haste to establish commercial beachheads in China, leading to rushed
agreements, poor planning, and excessive concessions on critical points
such as control over management and distribution. The dash to the en-
trances was especially pronounced between 1993 and 1995, when con-
tracted FDI went through the roof (see table 2.5), leading some observers
to question whether investors had taken leave of their senses (#9).

Now, three to four years after that surge, the prevailing opinion is that
this stampede was precipitated by foreign fears (reasonable at the time)
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16. The same story notes that by contrast, Hong Kong investors who went into China with-
out British hand-holding managed to keep expectations more closely in line with realities.
Hong Kong entrepreneurs, however, rely on more immediate relationships than those char-
acterizing the Singaporean industrial parks.
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that Chinese authorities would permit (or would not prevent) the efforts
of the first movers to lock up markets. Limits on the availability of distri-
bution channels needed to get one’s product to markets (and restrictions
on foreign entry into that critical sector) led to the belief that collusive
arrangements could quickly blanket the marketplace; thus hasty estab-
lishment seemed necessary (a common view: e.g., ##7, 10, 12, 20). 

In hindsight, those conclusions appear partly right and partly wrong; it
is too soon to render a final verdict. In many sectors the number of dis-
tributors has actually increased, creating additional paths to market (see,
e.g., #15). But few of these new agents can provide consolidated national
coverage, and in the absence of national reforms to give FIEs control over
their own distribution, producers in some sectors have made strides to-
ward marketwide dominance. As the distributional foundations of con-
centrated market power solidify, Beijing leaders haggle in WTO talks over
the very notion of foreigners’ trading rights, while, ironically, big foreign
players are already pushing into agreements with powerful local partners.

At the same time, the eroding ability of the center to reel in such play-
ers, together with the harsh wake-up call that has struck neighboring
“tiger” economies practicing marketization without contestability, has in-
creased Beijing’s interest in moving against such collusion. Investors
worry, however, that by the time Beijing perceives the damage that a col-
lusive market structure can cause, first-mover companies will have se-
cured unassailable positions. 

Ignorance and Error

The two failures of information described already offer rational explana-
tions for why investors establishing firms in China can misstep. Infor-
mation lies at the heart of commerce today; denied adequate intelligence,
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Table 2.5  FDI in China, 1991-97 and 1979-97 (millions of dollars)
Total

contracted Total actual
US

contracted
US

actual
Japan

contracted
Japan
actual

1991 11,980 4,370 548 323 812 533
1992 58,124 11,008 3,121 511 2,173 710
1993 111,435 27,514 6,813 2,063 2,960 1,324
1994 82,680 33,767 6,010 2,491 4,440 2,075
1995 91,282 37,521 7,471 3,083 7,592 3,108
1996 73,210 42,350 6,920 3,440 5,131 3,679
1997 51,780 45,280 4,940 3,240 3,400 na

1979-97 521,188 222,131 40,238 17,491 30,360 14,407

na =  not available.

a. Cumulative.

Source: http://www.uschina.org/bas/invest.html, 24 July 1998, US-China Business
Council.
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any firm can falter. Yet foreign enterprises are not entirely blameless for
their knowledge problems. A number of managers frankly identified sim-
ple ignorance and folly as also shaping their experiences (e.g., ##5, 26, 88). 

Despite reams of evidence on mismanaged ventures, interviewees
reported that they continue to observe new foreign applicants going
through the establishment process badly, making errors such as ceding
key control issues, negotiating with the wrong authorities, or greatly
overestimating market potential (e.g., #46). These mistakes are not caused
by the lack of available information or fears that competitors might
achieve first-mover advantages: they are self-generated.

This study cannot accurately gauge the pervasiveness of such errors, but
some respondents suggest they are very common. Reflecting on their own
experience, managers often pointed to ignorance in the early stages of ne-
gotiation and establishment as the source of later operational problems
ranging from difficulty protecting intellectual property to inability to set
employee salaries. Even managers with sophisticated knowledge of the
Shanghai or Guangzhou markets typically know little about the hinterlands.

Strategic Positioning Issues

Before entering into direct negotiations with Chinese authorities and part-
ners, foreign firms must address a number of strategic questions. These
reflect the investing firm’s motivations and perceptions about the Chinese
investment environment. The firm’s success in grasping these questions
and answering them is, of course, predicated on dealing successfully with
the information challenges already described. 

Foreign leverage to shape the venture varies by sector, size, and pre-
ferred location, which alter the calculus of approval. There are trade-offs,
affected by how desirable the foreign investment is perceived to be (and
how eager the investor is), that investors may make with the authorities.
These choices determine the foreign firm’s strategic position in the estab-
lishment process.

Figure 2.3 offers a rough model of how that strategic position can vary.
It depicts six dimensions, each a continuum with a range of intermediate
possibilities, on which foreign investors and Chinese authorities make
trade-offs. Column I presents the preferences of FIEs, column II the pref-
erences of Chinese approval authorities. To be sure, this is an oversimpli-
fication: for example, many FIEs strongly prefer to export, or start off with
a big initial investment. Similarly, the preferences of Chinese authorities
vary; especially at the local level, one finds authorities quite willing to
cede management control and hence accelerate reform of the business cul-
ture. Nonetheless, these dichotomies are generally valid.

The Chinese authorities will choose their strategic position according to
the desirability of the foreign applicant and the urgency of encouraging
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the investment in a given sector. Take the example of a foreign investor
wishing to open a chopstick factory in Shanghai. Because this proposal
would hold little marginal value for Chinese authorities, they might de-
mand full concessions in each of the six trade-off areas (or block it alto-
gether). But if a Silicon Valley computer company sought establishment,
authorities might be much more willing to offer concessions; these could
be either dispersed evenly across the trade-off areas or targeted (e.g., if the
firm offered to use higher technology, the authorities might concede a
great deal on the other factors).

The information gathering of the foreign investors focuses precisely on
the question of how desirable the proposed venture seems to the author-
ities. That will provide an idea of the overall magnitude of the concessions
that will have to be made. But where to make those concessions—finding
the right mix on the different trade-off continuums—is the strategic posi-
tioning challenge. Each choice will be debated and fine-tuned during the
negotiation ahead, yet it is essential to bring to the table some overall
vision of the ideal result. 

Moreover, the initial assessment by Chinese authorities is by no means
scientific: a host of subjective influences can affect it. Patrons, sympathetic
local authorities, or family connections can make them more willing to ac-
cede to the preferences of the foreign investor (column I); powerful en-
trenched competitors, bureaucratic overseers, or leaders with opposed
views can shift them toward demanding more concessions (column II).

Expatriates indicate that in most cases an FIE can secure the factor most
important to it, though it may be necessary to concede in other areas. For
example, even a venture not deemed highly desirable might succeed in
protecting its intellectual property interests (bringing in only a low level
of technology) if it agreed to the authorities’ preferences in most other
matters. Again, while this may not be true in all cases (Chinese authorities
might demand “all or nothing” as a way of denying establishment rights
altogether), it reflects the experience of most firms consulted.

When interviewees discussed the strategic landscape, three themes
dominated. First, locating successfully (i.e., proximity to markets or in-
puts) was a challenge; rapid development and economic change make op-
timal site selection difficult. Second, Chinese industrial policies attempt to
steer foreign investors both toward specified locales and toward mar-
riages with designated Chinese companies, regardless of the strategic in-
terests of the foreign firm. These two are connected by a third factor: the
role of partners. Each is considered later. 

Locating Strategically

For some sectors in China, location remains beyond debate. Foreign
financial-sector firms, for example, must establish operations in Shang-
hai’s Pudong area if they wish to directly offer services anywhere else in
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the Chinese market; it is a statutory requirement.17 In most sectors, how-
ever, the right site is not so obvious, and identifying the right location can
be the difference between success and failure. 

Interviewees stressed particularly proximity to markets and the charac-
ter of local partners (along with the quality of inputs these partners
contribute to the manufacturing process). Markets have expanded and
potential partners increased across coastal China. The number of sites of-
fering substantial incentives (which vary by locality) has risen dramati-
cally, as competition to attract foreign investors intensifies and central
authority relaxes. 

In 1980 four special economic zones (SEZs) were opened: Shenzhen,
Xiamen, Zhuhai, and Shantou; a fifth, Hainan, was granted SEZ status in
1988. In 1984, 14 more coastal cities were opened to foreign investment as
“Economic and Technical Development Zones” (ETDZs), allowing them
to grant SEZ-like incentives. In 1985 the first macroregions (such as the
Yangtze River Delta) were given a status that permitted them to offer in-
centives as well. Through the 1990s special areas ranging from finance
zones in Pudong to whole coastal provinces were authorized to extend at-
tractive commercial terms to foreign investors, while special incentives
for developing projects in the interior were created, especially for provin-
cial capital cities. In reviewing the history of zone development, Yang
(1997, 56) reported 111 development zones in 1991 (only 27 of which were
centrally approved), 1,951 by September 1992, and as many as 8,700 by
mid-1993. While the majority of these lacked full legitimacy, the surge
demonstrated the embrace of the “zone idea” across China in the after-
math of Deng Xiaoping’s reendorsement of reform after Tiananmen
Square (during his famous “trip to the south”). The majority of those
zones remain fields of dreams, but the number of viable locations has
grown substantially. Though their novelty is fading, the zones remain im-
portant. They cover the most advanced areas of the country, their bureau-
crats have extensive experience with the needs of FIEs, and the incentive
packages they offer can be significant. Today, regions and zones are com-
peting vigorously to attract investment. Although the foreign investor can
benefit from such rivalry, zones sometimes offer incentives that they do
not have authority to grant—thereby creating serious problems with cen-
tral authorities.18

For firms primarily interested in positioning themselves to serve do-
mestic markets, the choices have increased as well. While a few years 
ago only Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou could attract foreign interest
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17. Some private foreign investment consultancies open offices elsewhere to provide advice
to clients. Moreover, a Shanghai presence is necessary but not sufficient: their services are
regulated locally in each jurisdiction.

18. As many as 1,000 zones set up without the proper central government approval have
been closed down in recent years by order of the State Council (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 41).
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based on local market potential, today an emerging middle class has buy-
ing power in a growing number of cities. Recent surveys show half of
large foreign manufacturers targeting sales to more than 50 different
Chinese cities, and fully a third of these are selling in more than 25
provinces (i.e., nationwide) (USCBC 1998). Because internal trade block-
ages still make it difficult to serve multiple markets from a single produc-
tion site, local site selection affects internal market access for FIEs (just as
it does for indigenous firms). Of course, the strategic importance of this
factor is greater for FIEs that are oriented toward domestic sales.

Beyond the zones and high-growth cities is a vast marketplace. Some
FIEs are seeking a clearer understanding of the “real” Chinese market;
others, content to serve only the markets abutting the zones, have little
taste for more exotic settings deeper in the hinterlands (especially given
the limited buying power there thus far). Dispersing foreign know-how
more broadly and quickly may be pleasing to those Chinese authorities
concerned about the widening income and developmental gaps between
the zones and the rest of China.

As discussed in chapter 5, problems and policies shaping the distribu-
tion system complicate the question of where to site a domestic market-
oriented facility. To facilitate exports, processors must be near the neces-
sary port infrastructure, such as that found in Tianjin, Shanghai, Xiamen,
and Guangdong Province; to target domestic consumers, ventures must
be close to those markets, and probably to the rail system (the best of the
poor options available for moving goods nationally). The most intractable
of the distribution issues may be residual interprovincial trade protection.
Foreign investors wishing to sell into neighboring local markets must lo-
cate their enterprise with great care. If the market next door hosts a rival,
it may not be so simple to do business there. As one interviewee said, “If
you don’t have manufacturing [in a jurisdiction], then you don’t have
godfathers” (#24). Investors can be assured that life in China without god-
fathers can be difficult. 

Another factor is the desirability of clustering—of setting up close to re-
lated firms in an industry. Reliable suppliers and business partners are as
critical to success in China as they are elsewhere. Thus textile industries
are bunched in southern China and around Shanghai, microelectronics
has bloomed around Tianjin, and a nascent computer industry cluster has
emerged in Zhongguancun, near Beijing.19

It is widely observed among expatriates that the prevailing commercial
culture of southern China is more entrepreneurial and freewheeling than
that of the north (and, perhaps, more corrupt). Twenty solid years of mar-
ketization, proximity to Hong Kong, and some distance from bureaucratic
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19. For an excellent essay on Beijing’s computer zone, focused on the now famous Stone
Group, see Kennedy (1997).
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Beijing have given southern China—especially Guangdong—a reputation
as a commercial area. Many foreign investors therefore choose to base
their establishment in the south, as figure 2.4 shows. In addition, many
overseas Chinese investors trace their ancestry from the southern
provinces, and thus choose to bring home their money and skills. Both
groups are undoubtedly attracted by what has been referred to as the “in-
verse Beijing ratio”: as distance from Beijing increases, the strict enforce-
ment of regulations decreases. It is a new version of an old saying—“the
mountains are high and the emperor far away” (Weidenbaum and
Hughes 1996, 123).

Other siting considerations come into play as well. Amenities accessible
to expatriate employees may be an issue, especially if they have spouses,
children, or possible medical concerns (or if they insist on a ready supply
of bagels and lox). Some industries may require that specific material in-
puts be locally available; others may have critical environmental require-
ments. Finally, there are claims that firms from a particular nation (Japan
was identified), determined not to compete with one another in China,
may orchestrate efforts to space their bases of operation. The evidence to
date is purely anecdotal, but the question appears to be worth researching. 

Clearly, the decisions that foreign investors make about location are far
more important to their China strategy today than they were earlier in the
reform period, when only a handful of sites were viable and authorities
directed investor traffic with a much heavier hand. As the next section
suggests, however, the hand of officialdom has not disappeared.

Steering Investors: Industrial Policy

In practice, the authorities overseeing investment often present an inter-
ested foreign firm with a short list of potential joint venture opportunities.
The choice of local candidates may reflect some larger development goals
or a desire to bolster a needy state-owned entity. Here, like many govern-
ment practices in China, this one is not found in the regulations. The
Guidelines require that FIEs in many sectors be joint ventures (sometimes
Chinese controlled, sometimes not) rather than wholly foreign owned,
but they do not instruct the investor to select from a list of offerings.

Larger firms are likely to deal with an entity of the central government,
such as the ministry overseeing the relevant industrial sector, in courting
specific partners. The chairman of a large American conglomerate’s China
holding company (#4) pointed out that the guidance of the central gov-
ernment in this regard is often a function of local interests. The authorities
thus act like a matchmaker between foreign investors and state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) that have expressed an interest in cooperation (or lo-
calities looking for investors, or sectoral authorities eager to improve their
industries). The interviewee stressed that the views of the foreign investor
and those of the central handlers on the competence of specific local enti-
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Figure 2.4  FDI in China by location, 1996 (billions of dollars)
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ties are seldom the same, but that compromises were necessary for intro-
ducing foreign competition into the Chinese economy. 

The senior attorney for another American firm (#14) was more critical.
He argued that authorities intentionally steer FIEs toward partnership
with low-quality SOEs in need of dramatic upgrading; similarly, success-
ful domestic firms come under pressure to merge with weaker firms in
their industries.20 This interviewee was certain that in his sector (energy
development and refining), Beijing authorities intended the best firms to
be “national champions,” insulated from foreign investor influence. His
charge that the Chinese off-load poor performers onto stronger firms (in-
cluding FIEs) is the obverse of Chinese complaints that FIEs often employ
outdated technologies and products in China, and it demonstrates clearly
why good market intelligence is essential: investors must be wary of buy-
ing a pig in a poke.

In addition to the industrial policy motive of strengthening and shield-
ing certain industries, the central authorities also have geographical con-
cerns. As already noted, economic growth has proceeded faster in the
cities and SEZs than in the hinterlands, and faster along the coast than in
the interior. Not only does unequal development raise obvious issues of
equity and potential efficiency problems, but such a bifurcated market-
place may create social pressures that present real security concerns. The
authorities worry above all about China’s deep-rooted tendency toward
fragmentation. Therefore, efforts to encourage more even development
have long been an important plank in the Communist Party platform. 

The official interest in promoting development can lead FIEs to choose
locations other than those suggested by a purely market-driven calculus.
Some firms are currying favor with central planners by putting plants in
isolated interior areas. One firm interviewed for this study had worked
out a quid pro quo with its overseeing ministry: it was developing a major
factory in the interior in return for gaining market access for its goods
back along the coast (#37). This is not how most FIEs wish to operate; but
the success of such locational compromises (like others) is being judged in
terms of long-term opportunities.

How important are Chinese industrial policy efforts to steer foreign
investors in certain directions? A number of interviewees saw China as
rife with competing provincial interests, claiming that the willingness of
provincial officials to undermine one another and even national-level
planners for the sake of local goals would preclude any concerted Chinese
economic plan such as South Korea or Japan has fashioned. This may be
true enough of the country as a whole. However, at the microeconomic
level, such policies have a major impact on the strategic positioning of in-
dividual FIEs. Even when FIEs have worked within the system to gain
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some short-run advantage (e.g., a protected market share) the contrived
market structure poses difficulties for investors and authorities alike. To
resolve them, central authorities must withdraw entirely from steering in-
vestors and matching them with partners. While authorities continue to
express reluctance to stop intervening, the financial crisis of 1997, contin-
uing WTO negotiations, and the apparent sophistication of new leaders
all suggest that a change is possible sooner rather than later.

Partners
Expatriates in China constantly talk about partners and relationships, and
anyone contemplating setting up an operation in the PRC will have had it
drummed into his or her head that partners can make the difference be-
tween success and failure. The term partner has a number of referents. It
might mean a high-level official willing to act as the FIE’s patron, watch-
ing over its approvals and defending it against bureaucratic entrenched
interests. Or it might mean a partner firm willing to fight the approval
battles and then act in concert with foreign management. Very often, part-
ners are sympathetic friends in the local government or in regulatory
bureaus who can help push the project through higher-level hurdles or
can get a vague statute interpreted in a manner favorable to the venture. 

In each of these cases, one of the partner’s most important roles, in the
process of establishing the venture and after, is to help the foreign in-
vestors distinguish the practical from the impossible. As one executive in
the air conditioner industry put it: “Partners are someone to help point
you in the right direction; navigation—they help you to save time. Which
projects are going to get approved; what can be done, what can’t. A good
partner is a critical source of good information” (#25). 

Hundreds of officials can be involved in an FIE approval, representing
not just the authorities but the firms and industries potentially affected by
the new entrant. But typically, only a few will determine the outcome, and
figuring out who they are can be critical. Partners can facilitate the
brokering needed to finalize the deal or at least direct foreign investors
toward those who are holding up the process. (Partners are key to getting
contracts, too, as noted in later chapters.)

A partner firm with which the FIE forms a business alliance may be able
to extract superior concessions and incentives for the JV from the ap-
proval authorities. It may be able to streamline and speed the approval
process, leading to results far faster than a foreign investor pursuing a
WOFE structure—and having to undertake the more complicated baogao
process—could hope for. With their existing network of business contacts,
local partner firms can assuage concerns about the competitive effects of
the FIE establishment when foreigners on their own might fail.
Furthermore, the pairing gives other locals someone within their tradi-
tional conception of relationships and guanxi to hold accountable (at least
psychologically) if the foreign investor does harm their interests. 
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Take the case of a foreign firm that wants to set up an integrated oper-
ation in China and needs a bundle of licenses and favorable approvals in
order to do so. Partners will be essential to this effort. A description of the
operating strategy of the German chemicals firm BASF illustrates the
point:

BASF’s target modus operandi in selling both its imports and domestic produc-
tion is encapsulated in the slogans “One face to the customer” and “Direct to the
end-user.” In theory, these objectives are impossible to attain in China given that
joint ventures may not sell either imports or the products of other joint ven-
tures. . . . But despite all this, BASF is achieving remarkable success in presenting
a united front to its Chinese customers. The reasons are two: first, an innovative
agency arrangement[;] . . . second, a corporate culture in BASF China which both
observes Chinese law and at the same time sidelines many of the obstacles regu-
lations appear to place in a multinational’s way. (“Right on It,” Business China, 13
October 1997, 4)

This is exactly what everybody would like to be doing; somehow BASF is
doing it. Surely its success is in part attributable to strong partners, in-
cluding friends among the overseeing authorities and higher up. Should
authorities wish, they could find something improper in these arrange-
ments; they have not. BASF’s setup is not viewed as illegal; the company
is simply benefiting from a generous interpretation of statutes that can be
imaginatively read and “sidelined.” However, another firm might not be
able to do the same—and in fact I interviewed managers of firms whose
attempts to emulate BASF were meeting with resistance. 

While approval or rejection by the examining authorities seems mono-
lithic to many foreign investors, the internal processes are often complex
and contentious.21 The tumult of internal decision making is, in fact, what
makes partners so important. The failure of seemingly good projects to
survive the vetting process results in part from ministerial anxieties that
industries they oversee will suffer as a result of foreign competition. The
success of high-technology firms in getting approved can be explained
not just by their inherent attractions but by the absence of domestic
“clients” to oppose their application. All other things being equal, FIEs
will lose these battles in China because they lack sophisticated knowledge
of bureaucratic politics. With patrons of their own to provide them with
domestic standing, they have a far better chance of success.
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21. See Lieberthal (1995), chapters 9 and 12, and Lieberthal and Oksenberg (1988). The lat-
ter was conceived as a thorough analysis of decision making in the energy bureaucracy, but
subsequently it was expanded to consider the broader nature of governance in China. Its
principal finding: “Our study reveals a fragmented bureaucratic structure of authority, de-
cision making in which consensus building is central, and a policy process that is protracted,
disjointed, and incremental. . . . Put simply, the structure of authority requires that any major
project or policy initiative gains the active cooperation of many bureaucratic units that are
themselves nested in distinct chains of authority” (22).
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The motives of patrons and partners are not altruistic: in FIEs they see
technology, market access, exports, simple profits, or some other benefit.
The problem is that while the marriage of partners can get a firm into
China, there is no formula for divorce to get out.22 The obligations bind-
ing one to a Chinese partner presumably bring mutual gains in the current
business environment. But China—and its business climate—is changing
rapidly. Most of the interviewees for this study had been involved in
Chinese ventures for at least three to five years, and they were often find-
ing their partners more a hindrance than an asset. Interlocking relation-
ships among provincial and municipal ministries retard competition;
firms that back home would be fierce competitors are cousins in China.
Chinese firms may restrain their foreign partners from competing openly
against rivals, because those rivals are under the protection of a powerful
ministry from which the firm requires support. One American conglom-
erate with multiple business units in Shanghai has an unusual problem:
the ministry that is the partner of one of its units is also the partner of the
principal rival of another unit.

This story is repeated in a number of ways. There are regional jeal-
ousies: partners may prevent FIEs from optimizing operations by moving
some production to another jurisdiction. While many of the FIEs are
multinational corporations, with global interests and perspectives, their
Chinese partners often have a far more parochial view of the venture’s in-
terests. Or the problem may be that the Chinese partner has run out of
new equity to contribute and will not permit expansion that would entail
erosion of its equity share. In many ways, FIEs can find that they lose flex-
ibility once they are established.

A key determination that must be made by the FIE is whether the
Chinese partner will remain a collaborator or will instead use transferred
technology and know-how to become a competitor. Some management
writers call this a “perception problem”—a fancy way of saying that the
partners do not trust each others’ intentions:

Another perception may be any unstated fears of the foreign party that the
Chinese enterprise is a potential competitor which would block their own in-
volvement in a global strategic scale. With fundamental and far-reaching strategic
issues at stake, it would be surprising if one or the other of the partners did not
regard it as being in its interests to control the perceptions of the other. Such an ap-
proach merely perpetuates and institutionalizes the problem. (Guo and Akroyd
1996, 42)

Those interviewed for this study often gave evidence of such concerns
about control, which contributed to the phenomenon of “same bed, dif-
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focus on competition policy, that barriers to exit can be as big a problem as barriers to entry
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ferent dreams,” or partners glossing over essential disagreements about
their companies’ direction in order to pursue short-term goals. 

If things do go wrong, the partners cannot easily go their separate
ways. A number of the firms consulted for this study tried to adjust by
adding layer upon layer to their organizational structure, each intended
to capture an opportunity the prior structure was not suitable for. The re-
sult can be a highly unwieldy company with multiple bureaucracies, part-
ners, obligations, legal profiles, and lines of communication.

The tendency to make withdrawal from partnerships difficult will not
dissipate quickly in China, though creating clear rules for easing the
process would benefit foreign and Chinese firms alike. Rather than rely on
Chinese enlightened self-interest, however, FIEs need to attend to this prob-
lem themselves by very careful partner selection: for the time being they
have little outside recourse if their stable of partners proves unsatisfactory.

Conclusions on Strategic Issues

The head of an American company based in northern China (#36) pro-
vided an interesting perspective. In the Western model, he suggested, a
business opportunity evolves from identification of what is permissible
(legally), to the most logical manner to pursue that end, and finally to the
question of what partners need be recruited to accomplish it. In the
Chinese marketplace, he argued, the sequence is reversed. One takes
stock of the assets and trust provided within one’s relationships, then asks
what opportunities could logically be pursued given those assets; and
only then are the lawyers finally sent to find a legal loophole that will per-
mit their pursuit. 

As the Asian financial crisis enters its second year, it appears that the
Western approach has demonstrated its superiority. Financial and invest-
ment arrangements predicated mostly on relationships have collapsed
across the region, to the detriment of countless hardworking people. The
rules-based prudential fraternities (the IMF, World Bank, and US Treasury)
have been strained trying to restore enough confidence in the Asian mar-
kets to justify putting the savings of millions of others to work there. It
would be easy to insist that the “Chinese/Asian” chain of thought must be
inverted.

The foreign investors best able to function in the Chinese market, how-
ever, understand that they are not simply dealing with a competition be-
tween hierarchies. Chinese traditions run deep. History has left its scars
on anyone old enough to remember the Cultural Revolution (1966–76),
and millions more were marked by the turbulence of spring 1989. Low
per capita incomes and little faith that legal regimes will guarantee social
welfare and civil rights produce Chinese behavior that some expatriates
see as foolish or odd; such views are misguided. China is in a transition
that will take decades to complete. But those foreign investors able to ac-
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commodate and comfort Chinese sensibilities, while at the same time
pressing for change and introducing new business skills, will not only
profit from their effort but also hasten reform. Opportunities will remain
for FIEs that prefer to be insulated from Chinese idiosyncrasies, in en-
claves; increasingly, however, more dynamic foreign investors are going
further afield and helping both sides to learn.

The Negotiation Process

The bulk of the issues with which foreign investors struggle in establish-
ing a presence in China occur in and around the negotiating process itself.
They are various and multidimensional; assembling them into an organi-
zational framework is not a simple task, but it is essential. 

The nature of a business determines a set of questions regarding struc-
ture, phasing, incentive priorities, and obligations, all of which must be
negotiated. First are the terms of ownership that govern the enterprise,
whether it is a minority or majority joint venture or a wholly owned
foreign enterprise. A secondary question concerns management control,
which can be negotiated even in the case of a minority-owned venture or
effectively diluted in the negotiation even in the case of a WOFE. The spe-
cific labor and financial arrangements negotiated will have a profound
impact on the latitude with which a firm can operate and thus on its effi-
ciency. An important dimension increasingly negotiated at foreign insis-
tence is phasing: that is, whether the foreign commitments in China will
be met in installments contingent on performance by the Chinese side. All
of these factors will require the potential venture to shop around for ad-
vantageous interpretations of governing regulations, as the permissible
and impermissible can be fungible. A particularly critical point is the
scope of business operation that the venture is permitted: for example, the
degree to which it can control the distribution of its product. Also crucial
are negotiating an advantageous slate of investment incentives and, on
the other side, setting the performance requirements that will be expected
of the firm (not least, any technology transfers). Each of these negotiating
objectives is explored in this section.

A final introductory note: those interviewed for this study stressed
above all the importance of thinking through at the earliest stage the
human resources and professional needs of the venture to maintain con-
trol over management and personnel costs. Chapter 3 is devoted entirely
to the topic of human resources, and one of the more serious problems it
identifies is failure to take seriously enough the personnel needs of the
venture while the establishment is being negotiated. Even minority for-
eign partners in JVs have been able to secure control over management,
when that is made a priority in negotiations (recall figure 2.3). A general
observation about successful businesses in China is that they have har-
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monious human resource profiles: the correlation does not prove causal-
ity, but it does provide food for thought. 

Enterprise Type

The most basic structural question foreign investors negotiate is the type
of venture to be set up: wholly owned, joint venture, or some other struc-
ture. Form of ownership is important because it affects control over the
business. Chinese authorities have traditionally tried to limit foreign con-
trol, for several reasons. Originally the basis was an ideological response
to the foreign commercial and military intervention the country suffered
from the mid-19th century onward. In the reform period, the motivation
was instead the desire to generate exports and gain technology transfers.
Therefore, the preferred form of participation was the joint venture; until
recently, WOFEs were approved only in a minority of cases.

As Chinese authorities have become less intent on control, foreign in-
vestors have become more so. WOFEs offer them better control over dis-
seminating technology, providing incentives for staff, selecting distribu-
tors and other partners, and determining what share of returns to reinvest
into operations. Because they are often built from scratch, the investors
are less likely to inherit the onus of prior obligations. And of course they
avoid the problems and acrimony that arise when foreign firm and
Chinese partner interests diverge. As one executive looking ahead to a
more flexible era noted, “Every joint venture has a divorce; it’s just a mat-
ter of when” (#27). Starting with a WOFE structure precludes the need to
go through that breakup (or, as noted already, inability to break up); it also
prevents a foreign investor from delegating too much responsibility to
Chinese partners who overstate their capacity to handle it, a common
problem that is addressed later at several points.

In many sectors, however, foreign investors are prohibited from utiliz-
ing the WOFE structure (see appendix A). Indeed, in many, majority con-
trol must be ceded to the Chinese partner. These statutory obstacles are
obviously difficult to circumvent, although with a big enough investment,
good enough high-level contacts, or a special willingness to share tech-
nology it might be possible (though note that the last concession would
negate one of the key benefits of the WOFE). 

In addition to these formal limits, WOFEs receive extensive guidance
from overseeing authorities—in some cases even more guidance than joint
ventures under the aegis of appropriately disinterested authorities (or, it 
is alleged, those partnered with a passive People’s Liberation Army en-
tity).23 In the approval process, they are subject to extensive scrutiny and
they are required to submit extensive information on every aspect of their
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operation and resource needs: this baogao report can be used to judge their
performance, often more critically than that of JVs. Lacking a Chinese
partner, they proceed through the negotiation without the same inside
leverage that a potential JV would enjoy (although a WOFE investor with
big dollars or big technology can obviously expect considerable support
from the local government benefiting from its presence).

Despite the obstacles, the number of WOFE arrangements negotiated
has grown sharply relative to the number of joint ventures, a shift that re-
flected both increasing wariness on the part of foreign investors and in-
creasing permissiveness from approval authorities in order to maintain
FDI volumes (see figure 2.5 and table 2.4). More recent data (see table 2.6)
suggest that the shift to WOFEs has accelerated after holding steady for
most of the 1990s. One could easily infer that the change is related to the
Asian financial crisis; however, the trend shows considerable lead time,
predating the crisis.24
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24. Lardy dates the shift from the 1994–95 contraction in Chinese monetary policy, which
prevented Chinese JV partners from matching new foreign contributions to venture capital
and thus eroded their share—sometimes up to 100 percent. As noted elsewhere in this study,
authorities tried to limit such indirect acquisition of WOFE status as well (personal commu-
nication, 16 June 1998).

Figure 2.5   Approvals for new FIEs by organizational form, 
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Clearly, what foreign investors want is a format that allows them free-
dom to staff, to organize production, to set prices and marketing strate-
gies, to manage distribution and servicing, and to use proceeds as they
see fit. From their perspective, productivity and ultimately profitability—
not an imposed ownership and investment control structure—should de-
termine the limits of the firm. Conscious of foreign sentiment, partly con-
vinced of the advantages of greater corporate freedom, and feeling some
pressure from the alternative investment destinations offered by neigh-
boring economies whose currency devaluations (a step China has prom-
ised to avoid) made them more competitive as export platforms, Chinese
leaders are slowly unveiling new ownership structures. These include the
holding company, finally permitted by statute in 1995 after years of in-
ternal guidance and experimentation. Joint stock companies are also
evolving in China in the late 1990s. As already mentioned, a Partnership
Law has been promulgated, though its implementation is still unclear
(Clarke, Howson, and Ganliang 1997). A few joint trading companies
have been approved (three in Shanghai, two in Shenzhen) as have joint
chain stores, perhaps presaging broader establishment forms to come for
all FIEs. But at present the trade-offs and commitments required to get
such rights are unacceptably high for all but a handful of firms, even if
authorities were willing to extend them to all that met the criteria.25 One
of the largest American firms taking part in this study refused to accept a
chance to set up a joint trading entity, failing to see adequate benefits in
it (#6).

Through creative use of the approved formats, foreign firms are start-
ing to organize in ways that allow them to coordinate decision making,
sales, marketing, and even trading through a network of subsidiary ven-
tures. This strategy is further discussed later.
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Table 2.6   Enterprise forms, 1997

Utilized

Foreign direct investment Billions of dollars
Percentage change

from 1996

Total 45.28 8.51
Equity joint ventures 19.58 –5.68
Cooperative joint ventures 8.92 10.03
Wholly foreign-owned enterprises 16.15 28.11

Source: China's Latest Economic Statistics, After EIU, Business China, 16 March 1998
 (page 11); China  Monthly Statistics.

25. Foreign investors with less than $400 million in total assets must have at least 10 preex-
isting production ventures in China; those with more, 3 such ventures. In either case, the
preconditions are prohibitive for all but a very few firms. 
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Ownership Share and Management Control

Share of ownership affects foreign control over the venture, in terms of
both long-term strategy and day-to-day management, but its effect can
vary considerably. Interviewees pointed out that while in some joint ven-
tures the Chinese partner is actively involved in the operation, in others
they are almost entirely absent, acting merely as the partner of record (and
taking a fee) when called on to legitimate the venture’s status or owner-
ship. Often the arrangement has the tacit assent of local governments.
This option appears to be more popular with smaller foreign investors,
preferring the risk of playing loose with the rules to that of having an ac-
tivist partner wishing to run the show. It is also more attractive to these
foreign investors than other possible trade-offs to gain management con-
trol: putting proprietary technology at risk or agreeing to forgo the do-
mestic market and accept a high export ratio. 

For larger firms, the risks of taking on an absentee partner are higher.
For starters, larger ventures attract greater regulatory scrutiny; an FIE
qualified for central-level approval attempting to use such a stratagem
would probably not pass muster (unless protected by a powerful patron).
Should a foreign firm with high brand-name recognition be found em-
ploying such tactics, the embarrassment could prove costly (at the least,
putting the firm in a position to be shaken down for payoffs). 

Nevertheless, several managers of large firms insisted that one should
never choose partners who thought they knew what they were doing (i.e.,
who would seek to challenge foreign management of the business), and
certainly should never give them veto power over the management. “The
JV still works in China,” said one (#24), “but if you do use it, do so with
someone who is not in your industry—they are Neanderthals. Go with
someone who just wants to make money, like SITIC [Shanghai Inter-
national Trust and Investment Corporation].”

The foreign investment Guidelines specify sectors in which foreign in-
vestors are not permitted to be the majority shareholder (“the Chinese party
will be the holding party or play a leading role”). But the EIU’s China Hand
(1996b, 14.45) points to foreigners with as little as a 5 percent stake (e.g.,
Nissan-Zhengzhou) securing effective management control of a JV, via
high-technology contributions. Conversely, others with a majority share
(e.g., Xerox Shanghai) faced problematic vetoes at their board of directors
meetings because they had not negotiated effective board control. Again,
statutory limits do not alone determine real control. As practice diverges
from statute, foreign investors worry less about ownership share in the con-
tract and more about de facto control. It can be secured with technology and
export concessions, use of local patrons to protect the venture’s indepen-
dence, use of passive partners as described already, or (for larger invest-
ments) strategic phasing that offers a series of incentives for the Chinese
partner to continue cooperating with the foreign management plan. 
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Many foreign investors, especially from the litigious United States, in-
sist on adhering to a painstakingly negotiated agreement that sets out
management control in relation to ownership shares. These businesses
deserve respect for their commitment to the contract approach to estab-
lishment; a carefully negotiated contract can indeed provide greater man-
agement control at any given level of ownership. Business consultants
sometimes suggest including a separate contract to take advantage of a
loophole in JV guidelines that permits total foreign management when
the alternative is “unsound,” a convenient way to justify such a departure
from statute (provided that authorities agree). Certain areas of enterprise
management require special care in the contract—for example, control
over export operations, so that the venture does not end up competing
with the foreign firm in third markets. Forethought is needed to prevent
headaches later on. But no firm can succeed in China today without rec-
ognizing that in this marketplace, management control is not determined
by ownership share alone. 

Labor Structure

Expatriates often identified careful structuring of the FIE labor profile as
a primary element of a successful establishment. As chapter 3 will lay out,
human resources success turns on stabilizing employee salary and non-
salary costs, controlling workers’ incentives, planning for training and re-
tention needs, and ensuring against overstaffing or low-quality staffing
(i.e., being able to fire people). The foreign investor’s ability to meet these
goals is largely a function of whether they are negotiated properly, early
in the process. Interviewees confided problems arising in each of these
areas because of negotiating failures.

Chinese FIE policy (like domestic policy) is oriented toward maintain-
ing employment levels and allocating as much responsibility for workers
as possible to firms, which, ostensibly, have sufficient cash flows to meet
their needs. The aim is to stem social pressures created by layoffs and to
bandage the hemorrhaging social welfare system (i.e., meet pension obli-
gations). FIEs naturally have little interest in being stuck with fixed labor
forces and unshakable welfare obligations. Many firms would prefer to
start from scratch and do their own hiring, but such an outcome is un-
likely unless the venture is a wholly owned greenfield enterprise (one
built from scratch); therefore, careful negotiations over labor are neces-
sary. Facing enormous potential pressure as well from special interests in
the home country (especially in the United States, where there is much
talk about labor rights), the foreign investor must proceed cautiously.

Specific complications attributed by interviewees to faulty negotiation
included failing to secure power over salaries, permitting control over
staff to alternate between foreign and Chinese representatives, providing
no plan to monitor local staff with access to sensitive technology, and al-
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lowing poor labor practices (by subcontractors) to take place outside the
control of foreign management. In addition, the question of moving em-
ployees geographically is difficult to revisit after the contract is agreed to;
lack of initial clarity can stymie later expansion. 

Overstaffing has been a major complaint of foreign investors in recent
years, but FIEs are learning to manage this problem better. Some investors
were inclined to accept staffing levels they did not need because they
were in a hurry to set up their enterprise. They may have reassured them-
selves by observing that per worker costs were low, or by assuming they
would be able to resize the venture over time. Such assumptions often led
to disappointment; pruning staff after establishment is generally difficult.
More than being just an incidental cost, redundant workers are a visible
symbol of the failure of a venture to maximize productivity and give the
venture adequate incentives.

Financial Structure

Negotiating a sound financial structure for the FIE is also critical.
Pertinent financial setup questions to be addressed include the respective
financial resources to be injected into the venture, by whom they will be
injected, according to what schedule, and—especially for infrastructure
investment projects—at what expected rate of return. Operating issues
that must be addressed include expectations for cash flow growth, plans
for collection of accounts receivable, selection of accounting and credit
practices to be used by the venture, and choice of how and when to dis-
pense dividends. These questions are urgent, for joint ventures suffer
from a high incidence of internal conflict, have inadequate mechanisms
for recourse, find it difficult to extend credit and collect on accounts in a
volatile market, and face restrictions imposed on foreigners’ rights to in-
voice and collect payment on all but the goods they produce locally.

In the detailed feasibility study presented to approval authorities, in-
vestors must supply the rate of return (ROR) the venture will generate.
Officials use this information to plan for remittance flows, negotiate bet-
ter terms on a national basis, and identify opportunities for high growth.
To avoid tacit caps on their rates of return, FIEs have discovered alterna-
tives to listing all gains in net profit. For example, an assembly operation
might creatively use fees, pass-through costs, and other tricks to alter its
ROR (though deploying such tactics conspicuously could land the ven-
ture in very hot water).26

For another example, consider the Shandong Rizhao Power Project, a
700-megawatt coal-fired facility that will cost $625 million and pay off
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26. According to Sherwood et al. (1998), 70 percent of FIEs in China report tax losses.
Sherwood also indicates (personal communication, 31 August 1998) that recent Chinese tax
reforms imply that many of these losses are being used to disguise profits.
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over a decade or longer on a build-operate-transfer (BOT) basis.27 In a
large project with no sovereign guarantees, investors want a high return
to justify risk. But when the central authorities bargain, they want to have
it both ways: in this case, the Ministry of Electric Power (MOEP) and over-
seers at the State Council refused to provide sovereign guarantees, which
could justify the risk involved, but at the same time tried to hold down the
return that investors demanded. Three years ago, when power industry
investors eager to enter the market were frustrated by China’s de facto
ceiling on returns (supposedly 18 percent), the investment deal would
have fallen apart. Today, the BOT basis for financing the project and so-
phisticated financial planning may provide a way forward (although as 
of mid-1998 this was the only BOT project to have made it through the
approval process successfully; see also box 2.1).

Set alongside these financial innovations are “comfort letters”: less for-
mal promises from authorities who refuse to make sovereign guarantees
while committing to defend the contract terms in principle. Foreign in-
vestors involved in such negotiations report that such soft guarantees
have become an important part of financing large infrastructure projects
in China. 

Phasing

Unless investors intend to exploit an immediate opportunity in the
Chinese market and then pull out, they may be inclined to increase their
exposure gradually. Such incrementalism allows learning to take place
and pitfalls to be identified. An investor who makes a large initial invest-
ment before gaining any experience may be left hostage to unanticipated
forces, with an organizational structure incompatible with evolving op-
portunities. Authorities who are ready and willing to help resolve prob-
lems before an investment is made may suddenly have little time to spare
once the money is sunk into the venture.

Many interviewees spoke of phasing investments in China, meaning two
slightly different things. First, the term can refer to paying in the registered
capital for a venture in installments. Such a venture can be a discrete un-
dertaking of defined scope, and the phasing applies to fractions of its cap-
ital. For a WOFE, registered capital paid in installments must be fully trans-
ferred within three years, whereas for JVs there is no time limit (Howson
1997, 20–21). So this sort of phasing is at issue for JVs, not WOFEs.

Second, phasing can apply to the sophistication of the venture, which
might be increased as commercial successes accumulate. In this frame-
work, the initial investment might consist of opening a representative of-
fice, perhaps in Beijing. A rep office is a wholly owned entity intended to
establish business connections or facilitate trade. Setting it up is not free
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from bureaucratic hassles, but the process is simple compared to that re-
quired for other structures. A few interviewees complained about restric-
tions on hiring Chinese nationals for their rep offices (a government-
assigned hiring agency must be used), but for China this is a minor hurdle
(EIU 1996a, 12.3–8).28
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Box 2.1 Project finance and the approval authorities’
perspective

Faced with an almost endless list of potential infrastructure investments, central
authorities have parceled out approvals for big capital projects sparingly. Their ac-
tions are in stark contrast to the words of ministers, who actively drum up excite-
ment among foreign investors on overseas tours touting infrastructure investment
opportunities. Not only would the aggregate costs of all these projects deplete re-
serves and thus put in question Chinese ability to finance trade, but left to their
own counsel less prudent local officials would squander a fortune: there are just
not enough financial analysts available to perform the necessary “investment
triage.” Local leaders tend to overestimate their ability to repay, underestimate the
consequences of default for China’s long-term development, underestimate the
constraints that profligate spending can force on sovereign governments, and
overestimate their own negotiating prowess: as a result, foreign investors and
suppliers enjoy higher returns and fees than necessary.

These factors help to explain the automatic review by central authorities of in-
vestment above certain levels ($30 million in most coastal special economic
zones, $10 million in the less-advanced hinterlands and interior provincial areas).
To further expedite responsible investment, new laws address the main concern in
such projects: the need for recourse to sovereign guarantee in order to secure fi-
nancing for these deals, which creates a liability that Chinese planners are reluc-
tant to show on their books. One solution currently being implemented is the BOT
(build-operate-transfer) law. It allows projects meeting certain conditions to be
agreed to without central approval, with foreign investors permitted to collect its
tariffs (such as highway tolls or power fees) for a period of time. After they have
been paid off, the project would revert to state ownership.

Such arrangements leave some problems unresolved. Will the foreign ex-
change risk be assumed by the Chinese side, for example? And while foreign in-
vestment in choice projects is made easier, domestic capital is often invested at
poorer returns; better and more efficient mechanisms to turn savings into domes-
tic investment are sorely needed. Here again, technical expertise is lacking. One
solution, proposed by Graham and Liu (1998), is to permit foreign financial pro-
fessionals to operate in China’s emerging bond market, providing not capital
(under this scheme, China’s capital account would remain closed at first) but ser-
vice as they help to structure, grade, and market domestic development bonds.
Such advisors are already operating informally to some extent; legitimizing their
services seems reasonable indeed. Because China does not yet have its own
pool of bond market professionals, now is the time to explore such ways of open-
ing the new market—before a special interest emerges that would seek a mo-
nopoly and freeze out such efficiency-enhancing competition.

28. Some foreign investors used the rep offices to do more than strictly permitted—i.e., as a
de facto “cost center” for invoicing and coordinating distribution in the Chinese market,
which is technically against regulations. They were most likely to grumble about having to
take employees from government pools instead of hiring Chinese nationals directly.
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The second phase of investment might involve a low-value-added as-
sembly joint venture intended to establish production in the Chinese
market and build a network of goodwill. Interviews revealed cases of FIEs
designed to transfer technology and investment as a market-entry loss
leader (#20); these might be located in the interior or some other needy
locale (#36). The willingness to put “productivity before profitability,” as
one manager (#19) put it, or “bleed a while,” in the words of another (#20),
raises the possibility that the present gloomy wisdom on FIE profitability
is misdirected. If a one- to three-year period of learning and reengineer-
ing is anticipated before foreign ventures can be expected to demonstrate
profitability, then the fortunes of the “Deng Boomers”—the investors who
surged in during the mid-1990s—can only now start to be judged (or,
rather, could have been judged, had the Asian financial crisis not de-
pressed the growth trend for the region significantly and thus diminished
the normal performance that might have been observed). 

Finally, a third phase of operation might involve a major investment of
technology and money, with attention paid to profitability. At least a few
foreign firms have reached this stage. Motorola, the American electronics
powerhouse, is putting cutting-edge manufacturing in China, building
on an established base of profitability and successful manufacturing.
General Motors took a different approach: it will roll the first Buick off the
line of its $1.5 billion facility in Shanghai in December 1998, having
leapfrogged directly to a massive presence. Foreign willingness to move
more rapidly to such large investments is of course conditioned by the
dynamics of the industry in question: Buicks rely on a more mature tech-
nology than do semiconductors. Yet the importance of maturation in
Chinese regulatory thinking cannot be overlooked either, for the strategic
necessity of phasing investments—rooted partly in a defense against ex-
propriation—is receding as China comes into conformity with interna-
tional economic practice.

The foreign desire to negotiate latitude for ratcheting up exposure over
time conflicts with several Chinese goals. Approval authorities, motivated
both by the desires of the hopeful Chinese partner firm and by top-level
encouragement of technology transfer, press the investor to commit to
using as much technological sophistication as possible as soon as possi-
ble. To achieve this end, they offer various quid pro quos, including con-
cessions on management authority, export targets, local content require-
ments, labor obligations, tax incentives, or other benefits. At the other
bargaining extreme, they might point to specifications in the Guidelines
and threaten to deny the applicant permission to establish. The sequence
of increasingly complex phases of investment is determined by the im-
portance of control in the sector, the availability of time to build up the
China operation gradually, and the size of the up-front costs needed to
enter the market. Technology and management control both matter, but to
differing degrees in different industries.
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Another dimension is the schedule on which capital is paid into the
venture. Foreign investors have shown a preference to make installments
of registered capital contingent on a designated set of benchmarks.29

Subject to some conditions, JVs can generally draw out the period over
which these financial injections will occur indefinitely (though even JVs
typically are assigned a limited lifetime of perhaps 50 years); WOFEs, as
already noted, must generally pay in within three years. In either case, in-
vestors are inclined to expand their phasing cautiously because registered
capital cannot be withdrawn during the life of the venture; and few other
changes can be made without the consent of authorities. 

Not all respondents accepted the merit of the phasing strategy. Two con-
trarian perspectives emerged. One set of views (#22; #26) argued that suc-
cessful companies need not accept a period of losses before reaching prof-
itability in China. These interviewees stressed that profitability should be
a primary concern from the outset and that to operate otherwise only de-
layed providing incentives to the workforce and invited graft and demand
for loose credit. A well-regarded survey of multinational firms (EIU 1995,
5) supported this position: profitable ventures made money an average of
two years after start-up, and 47 percent of those firms (in the survey) op-
erating for two years or less were showing profitability.30

The second group of critics of phased evolution focused on the need to
move fast. They were often primarily concerned about distribution chan-
nels, which are regarded as finite and as being snapped up right and left
in the rush to control markets. One interviewee (#12) offered the metaphor
of people partnering up at a dance; those who arrive at the party too late
are left without options (or only “ugly” alternatives). These managers dis-
missed the idea of central authorities taking a procompetitive regulatory
role anytime soon (i.e., a stance favoring competition and antitrust regu-
lations). In their view, FIEs need to be bold or else stay home; gradualism
is a waste of time.

Complicating the question of phasing is the size cutoff, which has af-
fected many expatriates. Projects over $30 million in value have required
central government approval; most under this level do not.31 Local au-
thorities are often far more malleable and willing to see things “the for-
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29. Chinese authorities also worry that foreign investors may be padding their contribution
with overvalued assets (old technology, for example).

30. Because some firms tend to negotiate many ventures and let most die slowly while con-
centrating their efforts on just one or two, these numbers may be misleading. The average
time to profit of those ventures being actively managed is surely less than the average of all
ventures.

31. As noted, in the Chinese interior the ceiling may be $10 million, depending on jurisdic-
tion; unlimited liability companies always require central approval, as do investments in re-
stricted sectors (Implementing Rules for the Law of the PRC on Wholly Foreign-Owned
Enterprises, reproduced and analyzed in Howson 1997). 
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eign way” than are central officials. Therefore, if the value of a project is
near this cutoff line, investors have good reason to get in below $30 mil-
lion (see tables 2.7 and 2.8). This incentive can be potent: not only does
Beijing drive a harder bargain, but it also follows up on the bargain it
drives. In addition, the approval process often takes longer once Beijing
and associated industrial potentates enter the picture.

Quite a number of FIEs, therefore, have explored creative ways to avoid
Beijing’s solicitude. The most common reported in interviews for this
study (several firms had employed it) is to split a venture into two units,
each under $30 million in value and ostensibly independent, although in
fact they are two halves of the same factory. Another option is to establish
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Table 2.7  Japanese enterprises in China
A. Initial capital

Approved capital

Industry

Less than 30
million

(percentages)

More than 30
million

(percentages)
Average

(millions of dollars)

Manufactures 96.9 3.1 6.8
Food 100.0 0.0 3.7
Textile 100.0 0.0 2.6
Wood 100.0 0.0 2.3
Pulp/paper 100.0 0.0 7.2
Publication 100.0 0.0 4.5
Chemical 100.0 0.0 5.4
Lumber 100.0 0.0 3.3
Pottery 73.3 26.7 16.0
Steel 93.7 6.3 7.6
Metal 100.0 0.0 4.2
Machinery 100.0 0.0 8.2
Electric machine 94.8 5.2 10.3
Transportation 86.4 13.6 13.0
Fine machinery 100.0 0.0 3.0
Other 100.0 0.0 5.4

Nonmanufactures 91.7 8.3 12.2
Agriculture 100.0 0.0 1.8
Mining 100.0 0.0 2.8
Construction 75.0 25.0 62.8
Retail/wholesale 81.8 18.2 9.6
Finance 85.7 14.3 12.3
Real estate 90.9 9.1 15.5
Carrier/
   communication

100.0 0.0 3.6

Service 96.0 4.0 11.9
Other 0.0 100.0 30.0

Total 95.9 4.1 7.8

(continued)
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Table 2.7  Japanese enterprises in China (continued)

B. After recapitalization, 1996

Approved capital

Industry

Less than 30
million

(percentages)

More than 30
million

(percentages)
Average

(millions of dollars)

Manufactures 92.5 7.5 9.0
Food 100.0 0.0 4.1
Textile 100.0 0.0 3.1
Wood 100.0 0.0 2.4
Pulp/paper 100.0 0.0 7.0
Publication 100.0 0.0 5.8
Chemical 95.8 4.2 7.1
Lumber 100.0 0.0 5.6
Pottery 78.6 21.4 16.8
Steel 87.5 12.5 6.7
Metal 100.0 0.0 5.5
Machinery 91.3 8.7 10.4
Electric machine 83.6 16.4 15.9
Transportation 81.0 19.0 16.1
Fine machinery 100.0 0.0 2.5
Other 100.0 0.0 5.4

Nonmanufactures 89.2 10.8 17.6
Agriculture 100.0 0.0 1.4
Mining 100.0 0.0 0.8
Construction 75.0 25.0 63.0
Retail/wholesale 80.0 20.0 11.0
Finance 85.7 14.3 16.9
Real estate 77.8 22.2 42.2
Carrier/
   communication 100.0 0.0 4.2

Service 94.7 5.3 17.2
Other 0.0 100.0 30.0

Total 91.9 8.1 10.7

Source: Japan-China Investment Promotion Organization (1997).

the venture in two investments, with the first under $30 million and the
second treated as a nonexpansionary addition. Surely there are other such
tactics as well. Local authorities sometimes even suggest these tactics:
keen to get investment rolling in and to gain independence from the cen-
tral authorities, they collude with investors or even try to compel the for-
eigners to shirk national regulations. Keep in mind that there may be
nearly 10,000 municipalities now competing with one another and claim-
ing to offer some sort of zonal incentive.

The downside to this game comes if a firm is caught; even if it is already
up and operating, it can be shut down and made to begin the approval
process (through the central government) all over again, while machinery
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sits idle and loan payments and contracts go unmet. At the least, the ven-
ture would face fines and extremely close scrutiny when it seeks to ex-
pand or gain some future approval. The interviewees who had been in
this situation found it regrettable and highly uncomfortable, though fatal
to none of their firms. The general perception, however, is that for every
firm that gets caught a multitude happily avoid detection. Central au-
thorities threaten to crack down on the practice but have not done so con-
sistently. Given the red tape in Beijing and the pace of market develop-
ment (as well as the cover that the right partner can provide), this appears
to have been a fairly successful coping mechanism. 

Scope, Distribution Strategies, and Services

An important component of the FIE’s negotiation concerns its scope of oper-
ation: will it be vertically integrated, or just a plant with an in door and an
out door? In most marketplaces around the world, this question can be an-
swered based on what makes sense in that market before the venture is set
up. Moreover, firms can usually be expanded after start-up to adapt to
developing business conditions. In China, however, the scope of business
operations of non-Chinese firms is circumscribed by law. These restrictions
reflect both anxieties about giving foreigners equal opportunities and
parochial interests in cultivating domestic competitors. This issue is ad-
dressed in detail in chapter 5, as an operational problem; here, the concern
is with how it affects establishment. The key point is that scope can, to an
extent, be negotiated, just like ownership form, finance, and labor structure. 
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Table 2.8   Average capital of FIEs in China, 1979-97
                  (millions of dollars)

Contracted Utilized

Total United States Total United States

1979-89
average 1.5 4.1 0.8 1.8

1990 0.9 1.0 0.5 1.3
1991 0.9 0.8 0.3 0.5
1992 1.2 1.0 0.2 0.2
1993 1.3 1.0 0.3 0.3
1994 1.7 1.4 0.7 0.6
1995 2.5 2.2 1.0 0.9
1996 3.0 2.7 1.7 1.4
1997 2.3 2.0 2.2 1.5

Note: Average utilized capital might be underestimated. It is calculated by
dividing the total utilized capital by the total amount contracted, but many
contracted ventures languish with little further capitalization.

Source: China Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation.
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The business areas walled off from FIEs that came up most often in the
case studies include domestic distribution, importing and exporting, lo-
gistical management, financial and credit management services related to
sales, provision of maintenance services, and retailing. In many industries,
all these functions can fall reasonably into a firm’s in-house operations.
For some firms involvement in these areas is not only desirable but essen-
tial. The globalization debate has highlighted an important reality: deter-
mining what activities a firm should make part of its operations and what
are best subcontracted out is the central challenge to businesses today,
requiring considerable sophistication. Placing arbitrary restrictions on a
class of firms (“foreign invested”) that deny them the chance to define
themselves is outdated and inefficient; these limitations will increasingly
dominate FIE establishment negotiations until either they are removed or
they erode (through underenforcement) to the point of meaninglessness. 

While FIEs are technically not prohibited from managing the distribu-
tion of goods they manufacture in China, they are prevented from directly
distributing goods they make elsewhere, even if those are complementary
to their China-made products. Moreover, FIEs are formally precluded
from operating a number of attendant functions necessary for efficient
distribution, such as financing and account collection. 

Foreign investors are finding ways around the restrictions; the enor-
mous efforts they are expending to this end indicate the importance of
gaining broader business scope. Their circumvention is succeeding largely
because more local and central authorities are recognizing the value for
their localities of letting these firms have their way. The umbrella com-
pany that is emerging—recall the case of BASF, described already—exem-
plifies how larger firms are moving toward consolidating their finances,
marketing, and distribution. In joint ventures that have passive Chinese
partners, foreigners can manage distribution activities formally closed to
non-Chinese, tacitly directing operations at the partner firms. 

Negotiating such arrangements can provide a foreign investor with a
certain amount of legitimacy, but this area of regulation is volatile.
China’s trading partners have made trading rights for their firms a key
WTO objective, and in a few years this landscape will change. In the
meantime, FIEs embrace a variety of stopgap solutions that involve some
risk of the venture’s being shut down. Such are the perils of doing busi-
ness in China today: considerable gains in economic, political, and social
freedom have not been matched by clear legal advances.

The greatest danger to FIEs negotiating their scope of business is not
getting caught overstepping the rules; rather, it is failing to take distribu-
tion seriously enough. The interviews supply numerous examples of FIEs
expecting to sell a product domestically but neglecting either to demand
credible evidence of the distribution capacity of their Chinese partner or
to ensure their right to manage this aspect of the business. Interviewees
said that although the policy restrictions are a serious problem, foreign
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firms themselves are commonly to blame for not planning ahead for dis-
tribution (see chapter 5). Distribution and interaction with the Chinese
market at the grassroots level are complicated by the policy environment,
by the rapid transitions taking place across China, and by problems per-
taining to market structure. Foreign investors only worsen their chal-
lenges if, after admitting those problems, in negotiations they cede re-
sponsibility for dealing with them to the Chinese side.

Interpretations

“Interpretation” here does not refer to the challenge of translating be-
tween English and Mandarin Chinese but rather to the translation be-
tween the letter of a law or regulation and the reality of what it permits
and precludes. Every expatriate interviewed for this study involved in
establishment negotiations emphasized the importance of eliciting a fa-
vorable interpretation of the regulations. It is a concern because of vague
regulatory language, conflict among sources of authoritative guidance,
arbitrary interpretation by approval authorities, changing opinions on the
best way to use foreign investment, and shifts in the leverage that can be
applied by investors and regulators. The issue is common to many emerg-
ing economies.

The hunt for favorable interpretations of the law is not limited to the
process of establishing the venture; indeed, for enterprises in China it
never ends. Everything from custom duty rates to qualifying as a techno-
logically advanced venture (and hence gaining WOFE status or a lower
export ratio) to permission to distribute depends on them. This phenom-
enon works in favor of FIEs as well as against them, at least on a firm-by-
firm basis. Because it is inseparable from the development of China’s legal
system and overall transparency, it is discussed further in chapter 6. But
especially at the point of establishment, before a firm understands the in-
tricacies of Chinese approval processes, the need to secure favorable in-
terpretations can be a potent nontariff barrier to entry and investment. 

The interpretation game has the potential to aid incumbent firms, who
have more sway with the authorities responsible for approvals, and
stymie those firms that were not first movers. This has negative effects on
Chinese economic welfare and presents a corruption trap to FIEs that
must find alternative ways to counteract the power of incumbents. 

Incentives

Before establishment the FIE may negotiate incentives as an inducement
to invest. Depending on the size and nature of the investment, incentives
can come from the national level, provincial level, or the local level. They
may involve a combination of benefits at several levels. Some incentives
are explicit and authorized by the central government; others are infor-
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mal. In still other cases, localities provide incentives that actually violate
central guidance on what should be extended to investors. 

While eager to secure as preferential a deal as possible for their opera-
tions, foreign investors have had to recognize the risk that comes with
accepting privileges that conflict with central regulations. If locally nego-
tiated arrangements are subsequently reviewed at a higher level of au-
thority, as they are when total value exceeds $30 million, concessions may
be rescinded if thought too generous—whether they are technically per-
missible or not. The “permissible” is, as already shown, often ambiguous
and highly dependent on interpretation and partner relations. Further-
more, it is common to hear expatriates describe a pattern of good cop, bad
cop: localities offer incentives they know higher authorities will reject so
that they might appear investor-friendly.

Any review of major incentives starts with tax rates.32 Foreign investors
face a maximum 33 percent tax rate (30 percent central, 3 percent local),
which is lower than the rate for domestic private firms. In the various eco-
nomic zones, the rate may be lowered to 24 or 15 percent if the venture is
“productive”—that is, in manufacturing. Tax exemption in the first year
or two following profitability is typical, with a 50 percent reduction
through year five. In particular areas, such as the special investment area
in Beijing and the Pudong new area, the tax holidays can be extended be-
yond five years (to six or ten years, respectively). The local tax portion of
the liability can be independently reduced or waived by the locality. FIEs
can qualify for further reductions by achieving export levels or by being
“technologically advanced.”33 Firms that meet these qualifications may
also gain a deduction for reinvesting profits in other enterprises in
China.34 These incentives are generally negotiable, not automatic, and
they depend on the zone in question and the manufacturing firm’s profile.
Significantly, interviewees indicated that tax incentives tended to be hon-
ored over time, while other incentives were often subject to renegotiation.

Interviewees reported that the next most important incentive category
was duty rates on materials to be imported by the venture. These apply to
the plant and equipment the venture will use and the intermediates that
go into the production process. Exemption from or reduction of duty on
capital goods imported for use in manufacturing has been a high-priority
issue for multinationals in recent years, as well as one of the most widely
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32. This discussion draws on China’s Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law of 1991, that law’s
Detailed Rules for Implementation, and 1987 rules for encouraging foreign investment pro-
mulgated by MOFTEC, as well as on analyses of these in Howson (1997) and Coopers &
Lybrand (1996).

33. See Coopers & Lybrand’s Tax Primer (1996, 55–58) for a list of the tax inducements.

34 In balance of payment accounting terms, reinvested profits are tantamount to FDI and
thus should qualify for incentivized treatment.
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publicized.35 When authorities attempted to rescind this duty exemption
they faced heavy foreign opposition. After years of delay, and after grand-
fathering some firms against the ill effects of the move, signs of decelerat-
ing FDI in 1997 (combined with the 1997 Asian financial crisis) led au-
thorities to abandon this tack entirely. The capital goods duty exemption
appears to be safe for now, at least for firms that bring a minimum level
of technology. 

How big a break do reduced duties provide? According to Naughton
(1996a), imports into China under concessionary terms amounted to 30
percent of the total in 1988; by the mid-1990s, the figure exceeded 60 per-
cent. Zhang, Zhang, and Wan (forthcoming) report that of $80 billion in
customs duties that ought to have been collected in 1994 for 25 goods they
examined, $27 billion wound up in government coffers. Negotiations can
bring down considerably the duty rates on the mundane imports needed
to set up an operation—cars, office equipment, furniture, and the like;
minimizing them can be a major incentive. 

The more the potential investors know, the better able they will be to
negotiate for themselves; hence the importance of the information vari-
able. Greater access to trading and distribution rights may ultimately
prove more valuable than shaved tax and duty rates, but only a few of the
expatriates interviewed recognized early in the process how critical it was
to negotiate incentives in the former area. As chapter 5 notes, firms with
95 percent control over their ventures have ceded distribution responsi-
bilities to Chinese partners and then been disappointed that they could
not penetrate local markets. In order to take advantage of incentives,
firms need to know what to ask for: investment incentives are valuable,
but the best incentives are freedom to operate and an improved legal en-
vironment (see also box 2.2).

Performance Requirements

Performance requirements are stipulations to which foreign investors
must agree in order to gain approval for establishment; like most devel-
oping countries, China has used them over the reform period. The three
most common performance requirements pertain to exports, local con-
tent, and technology transfer. Each is discussed later. 

Performance requirements imply a belief on the part of Chinese au-
thorities that foreign investors can further the country’s developmental
objectives, that these objectives will not be met without intervention, and
that government authorities have sufficient leverage to compel agreement
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35. Pressure to end the exemption had come from domestic enterprises, which claimed that
their ineligibility put them at a disadvantage. Evidence of “false foreign investment”—that
is, Chinese money cycling out of the country and back in order to take advantage of such in-
centives—bolstered the perception among authorities that the policy should be changed.
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to the requirements. China’s leverage over investors has diminished over
time, and in response the use of these investment policies has shifted too.
They have been aimed at economic goals (e.g., accelerating the absorption
of technology, limiting balance of payments pressures, forcing formation
of value chains), but they also have had a political aspect, quarantining
the influence of foreign firms within limited enclaves. Clearly, this isola-
tion has also begun to break down.

The performance requirements that FIEs face in China today range
from the explicit and statutory to the informal and unwritten. They are a
concern for many foreign managers, including some interviewed for this
study, and pose a potential conflict with international governance. Never-
theless, the interviewees painted a picture of this issue considerably less
baleful than generally presented, for reasons that will be discussed later. 

Performance requirements arise during the approval process as the fea-
sibility study and contract are prepared. They can also be pressed on an
FIE as it evolves; for example, they may be upgraded during a contract re-
vision, a review of approval to increase registered capital, or an applica-
tion to open a new branch (#7). The baseline set during the initial negoti-
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Box 2.2 The incentive pendulum swings
After the terrific boom in FDI in the mid-1990s, Chinese authorities seemed to
think they were making too many concessions and could reduce incentives with-
out reducing foreign investment. But for a variety of reasons, in 1997 the rate of
FDI growth fell markedly. A Hong Kong-based manager of an advisory and proj-
ect finance firm with extensive operations in Beijing (a representative office) and
Shanghai (a JV advisory company) explained the tail-off:

[Since] 1993–94 there was all sorts of crazy hype about the Chinese mar-
ket; that’s gone. It’s probably good that it’s gone. The froth is going away.
There was a point when people said, “We have to be there”; now there is a
return to realism. [There has been] a reduction in the number of players in
infrastructure [investment], and those remaining are wiser. The infrastructure
area is bright, with a new BOT law being passed . . . and better Chinese gov-
ernment understanding of the costs and risks [of foreign investment] (#9).

Although some see an FDI slowdown as healthy, Chinese authorities are anx-
ious about the consequences for growth—especially in light of the Asian financial
crisis of late 1997. Several interviewees involved in decisions about siting new fac-
tories echoed the remarks of a Shanghai government relations manager: “[They]
asked us to come here. China is not the only place in the world. We don’t give a
damn about Chinese development; we need access to market share and profits”
(#6). Comments like these and the slowing rise in foreign investment pushed the
pendulum toward offering greater inducements to invest. At the beginning of 1998,
wide-ranging duty exemptions were announced for high-tech capital goods, a
major concession to FIEs. Competitive pressure from neighboring countries that
devalued their currencies during their financial crises will encourage China to add
to its incentives to keep the FDI flowing in, especially as the temptation to follow
suit with the renminbi is resisted (Rosen, Liu, and Dwight 1998).
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ations is important, therefore, and especially dangerous, as the foreign in-
vestor bargains without prior experience in China. Investors making sec-
ond investments appear to negotiate performance requirements with
greater circumspection. 

Export Performance

Chinese regulations stipulate that WOFEs must undertake to export more
than 50 percent of the output value of their products;36 this is known as
the “export ratio.” In the 1980s, firms negotiating such ventures often
committed to export considerably more than 50 percent of production in
order to secure sole control. For example, Sanyo’s factories in Shenzhen
and Shekou (Guangdong Province) were required to export 100 percent of
their product (Business China, 13 May 1996, 7–8). (And not surprisingly,
consistent with the theme of “exceptionalism” running throughout this
study, some early WOFEs are reported to export none of their product.)

As more technocratic administrators came to power and potential 
foreign investors heard horror stories about Chinese ventures, the condi-
tionality attached to wholly owned status has softened in practice. Regu-
lations provide more official leeway as well. WOFEs producing import-
substituting goods, as well as those using or producing high-technology
goods, may be exempted from export performance requirements. Thus
one performance requirement alone (exporting or technology transfer)
can satisfy officials in industries to which authorities are particularly
eager to attract investment. 

FIE joint ventures, on the other hand, are bound by no statutory author-
ity to export, but they often face informal pressure to include export per-
formance targets in the contract. Such pressure can be applied during the
comment and examination period of the approval process, when negotia-
tions go back and forth among foreign investor, Chinese joint venture
partner, and approval authorities (including parts of the bureaucracy with
interests affected by the new enterprise, which can weigh in for or against
it). Sometimes the target is implicit; for instance, the contract may state
that the venture will “balance foreign exchange and receipts on its own,”
a euphemism for saying it must export to make hard currency (#54). The
head counsel for a major American technology company noted:

In our original 1991 JV in Beijing, the first signed version of the JVA [joint venture
agreement] (i.e., pre-MOFTEC approval) had soft export targets, which were re-
ally noncommittal. This was encouraged by policy, but not statutory. The local-
ization requirement was absent in the signed contract, but then made a condition
of MOFTEC’s approval, so the contract was modified to accomplish this (making
it as noncommittal as possible). Again, this was without statutory basis. (#7)
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36. See Detailed Implementing Rules for the Law of the People’s Republic of China on
Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises (1990), Article 3.
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MOFTEC’s leverage (or that of its local units) could lie in flat-out re-
fusal to approve ventures, but usually its influence is wielded more sub-
tly. In the case cited already, the firm accepted weak language pledging a
“gradual increase” in exports “eventually” in exchange for gaining other
contractual points dear to them. These included winning priority in get-
ting VAT tax rebates, having products placed on “recommended prod-
ucts” lists maintained by a government agency (without which they could
not sell in their sector), and gaining clearance to sell refurbished goods in
China that would otherwise not be permitted. This FIE agreed to export
goals that were very soft in order to get “carrots,” not to avoid a “stick,”
thereby accomplishing its negotiating goals with relative ease.

Joint venture managers suggested that in practice local authorities do
not strictly enforce these requirements, absent specific pressure to do so.
Many reported that despite missing targets either “occasionally” (#16) 
or “commonly” (#4), they had not been adversely affected. Firms with
WOFE structures are held more closely to their export commitments.
Even here, however, in many cases failure to meet targets has not been
treated as a punishable offense; one firm did apparently get close to real
sanctions (#36).37

Other firms appeared to be meeting or close to export targets, which
suited their intention that the venture serve regional markets in Asia. One
of these was exporting 40 percent of its chemical production and trying to
increase that share (#18). Another was at 80 percent—a difficult rate to
maintain because domestic demand was even greater (#38). Another JV
shipped out 50 percent of the production run but similarly was under
pressure to raise production so as to better serve the domestic market
while still exporting 50 percent (#40).

Even WOFEs, which have statutory requirements, report that approval
authorities do not always insist on including export targets in the negoti-
ations establishing the venture (#54). They can be avoided by generously
interpreting the exemptions for FIEs engaged in import substitution or
high-technology manufacturing. The WOFE law provides ample latitude
for such an interpretation, and only one other ingredient is needed: sym-
pathetic local authorities hungry for investment and willing to cooperate. 

Many FIEs undoubtedly pay attention to export targets, though none in
the case studies considered export performance a high-priority issue. At
first, therefore, it might appear that export performance requirements are
not a problem. However, that conclusion is incorrect for several reasons.
First, many foreign firms (especially from the United States) try earnestly to
comply with Chinese law, instead of comfortably taking advantage of the
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37. The interviewee cautioned against taking chances with export requirements, especially
if the company is dependent on China operations in a lean global structure and hence vul-
nerable to disturbed Chinese feelings. In this firm’s case, the local government partner led
the fight to protect the FIE from sanction from higher authorities.
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gray areas of poor enforcement. Indeed, firms operating nationally cannot
avoid scrutiny, and the closer to Beijing a venture is, the greater the com-
pliance required. Furthermore, informal knowledge that authorities will
not crack down on a firm is often insufficient to satisfy corporate officers
back home in developed countries. As a senior attorney with an American
firm noted, “In general performance requirements are not enforced, but it’s
tough to tell that to your board of directors [when seeking approval for the
contract you have negotiated for the China operation]” (#14).

Second, failure to comply with export requirements can prove a firm’s
Achilles’ heel. A change in enforcement patterns at the national or local
level could leave the firm scrambling to meet obligations—not a far-
fetched scenario. Moreover, even without a change in policy, failure to
comply leaves the firm open to pressure from those in a position to en-
force the regulations. For example, a venture seeking approval to increase
branch offices may have its application held up for failure to meet export
requirements that previously were largely ignored by officials (a typical
worry of venture managers). FIEs have been pressured to ratchet up tech-
nology transfer to “compensate” for failure to meet export performance
targets. “The teeth in the requirements come when you need to go to the
authorities for [approval for an increase in] foreign exchange, or when
you want to start a new venture,” noted the financial director of a major
US firm with both WOFE and JV structures (#30). 

Third, the distribution of a number of subsidiary rights is at present
based in part on export performance. For example, for buying and selling
purposes, FIEs keep accounts in which they may hold reserves of foreign
exchange that otherwise are supposed to be sold for Chinese currency at
domestic financial institutions (depending on the terms they have negoti-
ated). Lately, more and more FIEs are retaining control of their surplus
hard currency: doing so offers them greater flexibility and a hedge against
foreign exchange risk. The basic account used to hold this currency has a
“ceiling” that is calculated based on the value either of the FIE’s exports
or of paid-in capital.38 Thus the linkage of performance and financial
management rights can be a powerful lever (if increasingly less so) for
shaping FIE behavior; again, however, no interviewee considered this a
central issue, especially as foreign exchange has become more readily
available in recent years.
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38. One Beijing-based finance director (#30) puts it this way:

The limit on the basic account is set relative to paid-in capital or a percent of exports. We
have not had any problem, as the authorities are pretty generous in giving the limits and
will give more than the formula if there is a business reason. Basically, they figure how
many months’ worth of foreign exchange you need to run smoothly. We have a gener-
ous limit that has never been a problem. Foreign exchange is very abundant and I do not
think anyone has a problem in this area that affects their operations. Export require-
ments are still there, though not strictly enforced—again, mostly due to abundant for-
eign exchange.
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More than one interviewee hoped that China’s WTO accession would
“obviate export performance requirements” (#32). Washington policy
pundits sometimes feed such hopes by inaccurately stating that under the
WTO China will be obligated to eschew these requirements (see, e.g.,
Mastel 1997, 151). While the WTO agreement on Trade-Related Invest-
ment Measures (TRIMs) made progress in proscribing some investment
performance requirements (such as those pertaining to foreign exchange
and trade balancing), it deliberately did not take on the questions of ex-
port performance (Schott and Buurman 1994, 113).39 The North American
Free Trade Agreement, by contrast, addresses the issue in acceptable fash-
ion. The Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI), until recently
under negotiation in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, may prohibit “preestablishment performance require-
ments” (Graham 1996, 210), but it appears very unlikely that this agree-
ment will get out of the gates and even more unlikely that China would
assume its obligations. Nonetheless, it offers a model for progress.

Should export performance requirements made on FIEs during the es-
tablishment process be treated as an obsolescing, unenforced annoyance
that requires little attention from China’s trading partners, or are they
rather a major source of subtle coercion and at the heart of needed reforms
in China? Mastel makes his position clear: 

The enormous leverage the Chinese market provides and the Chinese govern-
ment’s willingness to use performance requirements on a sweeping scale create
the potential that trade patterns and comparative advantage will be severely dis-
torted by these requirements to the detriment of China’s trading partners. No
other single issue deserves more attention in trade negotiations than performance
requirements in terms of both their immediate effects and the potential for future
problems. (1997, 119)

This argument appeals to those looking for the “commie behind the
bushes,” but it is probably ill conceived. In practice, export requirements
are far down the list of expatriate managers’ concerns. Legally, they re-
main an enduring symbol of the presumption that a dynamic market
needs government orchestration, thereby sending the wrong signal to
trade negotiators whose attention should be elsewhere. Perhaps the
greatest danger is that a mere 20 percent export requirement could, if the
firm’s future position in the Chinese economy is large enough, over-
whelm production elsewhere, while the 80 percent not exposed still falls
short of domestic demand. The statutory requirements are few, and the
WTO as it is cannot fully address the issues arising from the Chinese
regulations.
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39. To the extent that export performance requirements are a violation of the national treat-
ment provision, one can make an argument (though perhaps not successfully) that they are
WTO-inconsistent.
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Local Content Requirements

The local content requirement in China functions similarly to that for ex-
port performance—and thus it is not so onerous to foreign investors as
some suggest. FIEs are even more interested in finding sources of domes-
tic supply than in increasing exports. At the same time, they report that
domestic content requirements are enforced more strictly than export re-
quirements. Content is monitored not only on the central but also on local
levels, which stand to gain jobs and manufacturing. Enforcement is often
driven by local enterprises—the would-be suppliers—and their patrons.
The higher-level Chinese authorities may strictly regulate local content
pressure because they are suspicious of foreign firms’ transfer pricing and
fear they are being overcharged (#53). For FIEs themselves, increasing do-
mestic content may be a strategy for reducing costs. 

Domestic content issues arise at the same point that export require-
ments do: during the examination and comment period of the approval
process. As their beneficiaries are more clearly defined, local content re-
quirements may continue to be urged on ventures through the setup pe-
riod and into the operational phase. Unlike export performance, local con-
tent obligations are not statutorily imposed on WOFEs or JVs but are
pressed on investors informally. They are not a transparent statutory re-
quirement but rather part of internal guidance for achieving a level of
local sourcing in certain industries—especially so-called pillar industries.
One interviewee remarked, 

I would not be surprised that a large assembly plant or one in a particular indus-
try would be approached by the local government and pressure extended for
them to increase local content of their product. The same sort of thing happened
to Motorola vis-à-vis their establishment of joint ventures with their subcontrac-
tors, with pressure coming from the Tianjin municipality for the company to take
equity stakes. Certain key industries focus more on local content (e.g., automo-
tive) and encourage import substitution. With these I am sure that there are inter-
nal guidelines for localization of product (but no proof!). But pretty much all
government-controlled industries have been affected by the philosophy of “Zili”
[meaning “self-reliance”: i.e., local authorities must shift from central support to
finding customers themselves for their municipal enterprises]. (#53)

Expatriates reported that a wide set of actors encourage local content
sourcing, including industry groups, examination and approval authorities,
local governments, and local partners (#54). Several respondents suspected
that their aspiring Chinese partners—and perhaps future competitors—
were working behind the scenes with MOFTEC during the negotiations to
ensure that localization was made a condition of approval (#7).

Interviewees provided several insights about agreeing to local content
requirements. First, they saw local content issues (like export perfor-
mance) as negotiable. Second, complying with these requirements de-
manded greater diligence than meeting export ratio targets. The finance
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director quoted already explains, “Local content rules are more strictly
enforced or monitored [than export performance]. This is a challenge for
us, but not insurmountable by any means. Like exporting, it makes good
business sense” (#30). 

Increasing local content serves several purposes beyond pleasing the
planning ministries or other overseeing authorities. It can reduce input
costs by avoiding duties and transportation fees.40 In some cases, sourc-
ing locally may ameliorate problems of unreliable distribution channels
for inputs originating at a distance from the factory. Given the current
tight profit margins, such cost-cutting and productivity-enhancing op-
portunities are significant. 

Second, by increasing their share of local content, producers of inter-
mediate goods are able to help customers meet their local content require-
ments, as FIEs are increasingly linked in value chains with other FIEs. For
many firms the question is not whether to source locally but how to find
local content that meets FIE quality specifications. FIEs that offer high
local content and high quality make it possible for customers to satisfy
their own content requirements and maintain quality at the same time,
and such firms are doing very well (e.g., ##40, 46).

In other words, the FIEs themselves are often eager to increase local
content. There are anxieties, however. Several firms suggested—quietly—
that precisely what is local sometimes “gets mixed up.” A southern China
factory manager noted that tracking local content and sales to the domes-
tic market is “tough, but I think we are OK. To be both ethical and prof-
itable, you have to be creative” (#19). This firm (and thousands like it)
sells products in the Chinese market as having local content that in fact
are substantially imported material. Such circumvention is common in
southern China. The “creativity” lies in making sure that such actions are
acceptable to local government officials, usually willing to turn a blind
eye if the firm is a dutiful contributor to the local economy (i.e., pays its
taxes). In other cases, the firms instead have ready a strong defense in case
their practices become an issue. It is not particularly comfortable to oper-
ate with such a sword over one’s head, however.

Local content requirements, unlike export performance requirements,
are on the “illustrative list” of investment measures noted in the TRIMs
agreement as inconsistent with WTO policies (Schott and Buurman 1994,
167). Nevertheless, China’s WTO accession will probably not spell the end
of investors’ complaints in this area. The TRIMs accord needs to be sharp-
ened in order to make it effective; meanwhile, local content policies can be
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40. Numerous managers noted, however, that many Chinese inputs remain less competitive
than those from elsewhere in the region even though the latter are subject to these costs.
Because of trade protection, a number of Chinese commodity prices stand above the world
price. In many cases, the relative costliness of Chinese substitutes is due to the products’ lack
of service, their undependability, and the unpredictability of shipments.
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hidden for some time behind other, more ambiguous regimes such as
policies governing infant industries. Even after they are acknowledged
and notice has been given,41 these practices may be subject to lengthy
phaseout schedules. 

Therefore, it is imperative that FIEs take seriously local content obliga-
tions in the negotiation and—despite the low incidence of serious penal-
ties for noncompliance—agree to commitments no more onerous than
what would be incurred solely for commercial reasons. Demands that go
beyond that level need not stop the deal; but neither should the foreign
partner’s insistence on language that permits flexible interpretation of
what constitutes achievement of the local content targets. 

Technology and Research and Development Requirements

It is the stated goal of the Chinese authorities that establishment should
encourage the transfer and acquisition of technology from abroad. Regu-
lations, including the Guidelines, are dotted with references to the need for
investors to introduce technology in order to gain approval for their ven-
tures. This implicit model of government activism claims four virtues: en-
hancing technological depth by accelerating local research and develop-
ment, broadening the industrial base, promoting political autonomy, and
providing greater national security (Moran 1998, 167–82). 

Foreign firms in China have had their share of technology and intellec-
tual property rights (IPR) problems. Recording, video, and software in-
dustry piracy has been very well publicized, though estimates of foreign
losses have probably been overstated.42 Other evidence abounds. Maskus,
Dougherty, and Mertha (1998) provides a survey-based assessment of FIE
IPR problems in China. Interviewees related instances of forced licensing
(#7), reverse engineering (#20), trademark and patent infringement (##16,
18), trade name infringement (#22), and counterfeiting (#36). All firms par-
ticipating in this study were concerned about IPR issues and were work-
ing to better protect their intellectual assets. In addition, all used their tech-
nology as a quid pro quo to secure desired objectives in the negotiation
process and beyond.

As with other performance requirements, technology transfer policies
are both explicit and informal; they most commonly arise as an induce-
ment for the Chinese to cede greater management control and market ac-
cess. For example, the Guidelines declare that foreign firms processing
ethylene must be the minority party in Sino-foreign JVs. This may mean
that their Chinese partners will have broad access to any technologies they
employ (unless negotiated otherwise). No statute plainly mandates that
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41. In the working parties on WTO accession, it has become clear that China was ill pre-
pared to meet even the notification requirements for such practices.

42. See Noland (1996) for a critical look at how these losses were calculated.
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foreign enterprises must transfer technology. The rules do require technol-
ogy considerations for a firm to qualify simultaneously for WOFE status
(or in some cases gain majority status in a JV and hence management con-
trol) and market access. Statutorily, technology transfer is thus “required”
only for those firms bent on gaining both. This exchange is a prime exam-
ple of the trade-off model of establishment offered in figure 2.3.

In practice the pressure for technology transfer is felt from approval au-
thorities during the notice and examination period. How much pressure,
and how the technology is shared (e.g., by compulsory licensing at local
institutes specializing in reverse engineering and dissemination), differs
by sector. The Guidelines make quite clear which sectors are candidates
for technology requirements, formal or informal, in negotiations. Again, it
is common for the potential Chinese partner and the approval authorities
to play good cop, bad cop to elicit an agreement on transfer from the for-
eign partner in exchange for approval.

Managers interviewed for this study made a number of observations
that mitigated the standard depiction of the Chinese as blatant technology
outlaws. The most cynical suggestion was that incumbent firms see no
reason to make potential competitors think it easy to do business in
China: fear of IPR factors works to their advantage.43 Other points were
less conspiratorial, and taken together they somewhat moderate the usual
analysis of the technology transfer performance requirement.

First, some argued that firms can rationally balance technology and
control if they think ahead. When there is loose venture control in sectors
prone to reverse engineering, foreign investors can anticipate this behav-
ior and accordingly select the appropriate technologies to transfer. Inter-
viewees expected misappropriation of technology by both private and
public parties. They understand that using a technology means giving it
away to potential local competitors, and therefore they bring to China
only what they can part with comfortably. In some cases, the foreign side
proposed the arrangements (knowing the technology would be pirated)
as a device to secure market access. 

This tactic has led to some complaints from Chinese authorities that for-
eigners are bringing too much “junk”—low-tech products or outdated
models—to the market. But increasingly they understand that foreigners
cannot be expected to bring their “crown jewels” to China without assur-
ances of protection. As the number of WOFEs (and JVs with strong for-
eign control) approved in China is increasing, a few multinational corpo-
rations (e.g., Motorola, General Motors) are starting to install jewels
(albeit lesser ones) in their operations (##4, 20, 27, 43).

Second, interviewees noted that to a significant degree, central admin-
istrative efforts to coerce technology transfer, like local content require-
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43. For very similar behavior among foreign firms in the Japanese market, see Christopher
(1986).
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ments and export performance targets, go unenforced or only partially
enforced, because local authorities often align themselves with the foreign
investors. FIEs, in contrast, have managed in some cases to force stronger
implementation of intellectual property laws, such as those governing
copyright and trademark infringement, in more cooperative jurisdictions.

Third, FIEs have found that in numerous ways, technology transfer
makes good business sense. FIEs faced with local infringement are often
told to negotiate technology transfers and subcontracting relationships
with the entrepreneurial offender (#18). But many other FIEs voluntarily
transfer know-how to build local suppliers into their value chains. Poor dis-
tribution infrastructure makes it highly desirable to have suppliers nearby.
And for the time being, 25-year-old technologies are welcome at Chinese
firms. Still other FIEs are already being driven upmarket by aggressive low-
end competition and find that in their changing markets, more than the
minimal technology transfer is essential if they are to move quickly in re-
sponse to new pressures and opportunities (#8). All these factors suggest
the utility to FIEs of providing technology transfers in China, beyond what
would necessarily make sense in another emerging economy.

Fourth, managers of several FIEs reported that firms had explicitly de-
cided to trade off more technology for accelerated access to market share
in China. Recourse to such tactics demonstrates that the government does
not have a sound procompetitive stance designed to foster dynamic ben-
efits. As a means of spurring technological advance, competition is supe-
rior to bureaucratic orchestration, especially in such a complex policy
environment as China’s. In any case, firms with technology to offer are
cutting their own deals with Chinese approval authorities (sometimes in-
troducing advanced technologies without too much worry over control).
They should make such choices with their eyes open. More than one for-
eign firm has thought that it knew how to control the technology it traded
for market access, believing that Chinese partners were not advanced
enough to use it on their own—and gotten burned (#20; and see box 2.3).

Finally, the fifth common observation was that Chinese firms were poor
utilizers of technology and thus posed little threat in the long term. This
conclusion rests on the industrial backwardness left from China’s statist
past. It is still apparent in many quadrants in China, especially outside the
developed cities. Peter Evans, an MIT-based expert on technology pro-
motion in the energy sector, visited a Japanese Overseas Development
Agency project in Dalian:

The energy efficiency testing equipment—worth over $150,000—was still in the
bubble wrap. The Japanese on site wanted to use the equipment, but couldn’t get
Chinese firms to pay for the energy efficiency audits, partly because they thought
the Japanese should do it for free and partly because there was a rival Chinese en-
ergy efficiency unit in the same town that considered energy efficiency audits its
own turf and didn’t want any competition from Japanese upstarts. (personal com-
munication, 23 November 1997)
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Chinese scholars supply further evidence. For example, three re-
searchers from the Department of Industrial Science and Technology of
the State Science and Technology Commission wrote:

Because of the failure to accord central importance to the absorption, assimilation,
and innovation of imported technology, both the government and enterprises
handle absorption and assimilation funds in a most haphazard unplanned man-
ner and fail to make them actually available. Hence the severe underinvestment
in the absorption and assimilation of technology. In 1991, the ratio between import
funds and absorption and assimilation funds was 17:1. In contrast, the ratio in
Japan, a success story in absorption and assimilation, was 1:7. (Shi, Yang, and Mu
1997, 10)

Thus many foreign investors in China do not take seriously the threat
of local technological prowess. The most modern enclaves in China’s
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Box 2.3 Technology Digestion and Acquisition
(from Gilboy 1997, chapter 2)

In 1995, Chinese large and medium-sized enterprises spent about $4.45 billion
on technology imports, but only about $160 million on technology xiaohua
xishou—“digestion” and “assimilation.” Technology indigenization projects com-
prise only about 10 percent of all technology import activities, and spending on in-
digenization comprises only about 3.5 percent of all technology import spending.
In its 1996 Industrial Development Report, China’s Institute for Industrial Eco-
nomics contrasts this with the case of Japan, where for every one dollar spent on
buying “hard” technology, 10 dollars are spent on indigenization and innovation,
calling China’s indigenization efforts “pitiful.”

In general, Chinese firms do not pay for extensive training for their staff on the
new machines they import, nor will they pay for spare parts or replacement parts.
Chinese firms tend to see technology transfer as simply the purchase of a lump
of metal and its subsequent installation in the factory. Indigenization is defined as
successful when plans and blueprints are translated, and operators know how to
use the machine. But this attitude toward technology is far different from the
“technology ideology” of Japan and “technological learning” of South Korea, “mir-
acle” countries with which China is increasingly compared. In those countries en-
gineers, managers, and policymakers were not satisfied with knowing the “how”
of machines, they also wanted to know “why”—that way, they could make the next
series of technological improvements and new products themselves. Chinese
firms do not display a similar attitude toward technology.

Technology import vs. technology assimilation, 1990–95 (100 million RMB)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
Technology import

(total) 92.5 90.2 116.1 159.2 266.7 360.9
Xiaohua xishou 5.7 4.1 5.4 6.2 9.3 13.1

Sources: Adapted by Gilboy (1997) from the National Science and Technology
Commission’s China’s Science and Technology Indicators 1996, and National
Statistics Bureau’s China Science and Technology Yearbook 1995. Reproduced
with permission from the author.
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economy, such as Motorola’s WOFE plants in Tianjin or GM’s new facility
in Shanghai, may make such thinking obsolete. For now, however, many
foreigners continue to see Chinese technology piracy as a low-tech affair:
serious for firms that expect 1998-vintage intellectual property protection
for 1970s-era technologies, replicated with ease, but no challenge to fast-
moving, technology-intensive industries. 

In his survey study, Moran (1998) labels the standard model of tech-
nology licensing by emerging economies the “Japan-Korea model.” It
functions by blocking imports as much as possible, permitting domestic
sales by firms that develop local technological know-how, and provid-
ing subsidies and incentives to foster the deepening of indigenous tech-
nologies. Moran finds evidence, however, that this model is not supe-
rior for the technological development or national security of emerging
economies. 

In important ways, China differs from the usual pattern described in
the literature of technology transfer regimes, making it even less ame-
nable to orchestrated efforts to extract technology from investors. China,
compared to Japan and South Korea, is relatively open to foreign invest-
ment. Its investment environment is not monolithic, as myriad local
bureaucracies (and firms) collude with foreign investors to circumvent
the demands of central and provincial authorities. Economies with huge
market scale and scope may not need to coerce technology transfer: many
FIEs transfer more technology than required, not because of arm-twisting
but because they want to cement relationships and (ideally) lock up
markets. Moran observes that “wholly owned subsidiaries within highly
competitive industries provide the most rapid vehicle for the transfer of
technology into a given economy, with potentially significant spillovers to
indigenous firms” (1998, 171). The present research certainly indicates
that this is true in China and that Chinese authorities, recognizing it, are
responding appropriately with more WOFE approvals. 

Analysis

The 15 topics addressed in this chapter on establishment are presented in
table 2.9. Each is assigned one or more of the four “drivers” described in
chapter 1: transitional factors, self-imposed factors, policy variables, and
market structure phenomena. These categorizations were first derived
from the interviewees’ comments and then refined after review by the
interviewees. 

Since the goal of this study is to illuminate the policy implications of the
FIE experience in China, the table further breaks down those themes that
have policy aspects. One column indicates the level or levels at which the
policy in question is generated. More often than not the central govern-
ment has a hand in the matters of concern to FIEs, but provincial and local
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authorities play a role as well—sometimes at odds with central policy. The
implications of such clashes for foreign responses to China’s economic de-
velopment are drawn out in chapter 7. In another column, each policy fac-
tor is assigned a priority, based on the case studies and follow-up surveys
sent to FIEs.

It should be emphasized that while the concern here is the difficulties
and problems FIEs encounter in China, the Chinese economy has made
impressive progress toward compatibility with international norms (such
as they are) since the end of the Cultural Revolution. If in 1978 Americans
had set a 20-year target for China, few would have demanded the ad-
vances that have already been achieved. Chinese officials often complain
that the more they accomplish, the more they are pressured about what
remains to be done. Alas, such are the problems of success. 
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Table 2.9   Roundup of issues: establishment

If policy . . .

Issue Category Level Priority

Market information: China Transitional, policy Central,
provincial, local

Medium

Market information:
competitors

Transitional, market

Ignorance and error Transitional, self-imposed

Locating strategically Policy, market, transitional,
self-imposed

Central, lower
also

High

Chinese industrial-policy
steering

Policy Central, lower
also

High

Partner issues Market, policy, transitional,
self-imposed

Central, lower
also

High

Ownership forms available Policy Central Medium

Share and management
control

Policy Central Medium

Labor structure Policy, self-imposed,
transitional

Central High

Financial structure Policy, self-imposed Central Medium

Phasing investments Self-imposed

Interpreting a legitimate setup Policy, self-imposed Central, lower
also

Medium

Scope of business Policy, self-imposed Central High

Incentives Policy, self-imposed Central, lower
also

Medium

Performance requirements Policy Central Low
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Transitional and Self-Imposed Problems 

The issues reported by FIEs involve a range of factors. Transitional factors
are common in the preestablishment phases of gathering market informa-
tion and determining a strategic position for the venture, though they are
never the only factors. The information deficit hampers all the players, in-
cluding Chinese authorities (who recognize better than anyone else the
difficulty of making decisions with dubious data). As China’s transition
moves along, therefore, one can expect these intelligence tasks to become
less onerous. Transitional problems are also relevant in the case of negoti-
ating the labor structure: as capacity to train skilled workers grows and
the mobility and ability of unskilled workers to adjust to new conditions
improve, dealing with the labor contract negotiation will become margin-
ally easier.

Foreign investors are building information-handling capacity by train-
ing financial analysts and accountants, who provide the essential but now
missing link required for good market appraisal. Though the market’s
growth will outstrip the supply of such professionals for some time,
progress in this area will lighten the burden of market assessment and
help to lift the veil of ignorance. As the gold rush of the mid-1990s slows
to $30 billion a year or so of FDI, there will be fewer investors too pan-
icked to gauge competitor behavior. 

Location questions also have a transitional dimension. The incentive
structure that has developed is highly volatile; depending on location one
could pay nearly 50 percent tax or be virtually exempt from tax and duty
for up to a decade. At the same time, viable markets are emerging all
along China’s eastern seaboard. Meanwhile the distribution infrastruc-
ture—needed to ship products out of those locales and intermediate ma-
terials in—remains poor. For the foreseeable future the optimal mix of
market proximity and local incentives will keep shifting, presenting a
challenge to new entrants to the Chinese market as they decide where best
to set up shop. 

Partners play a role that includes a transitional element, for they take
part in information arbitrage and provide legitimizing fronts (e.g., in dis-
tribution; see chapter 5). Even where policy has been well developed,
China’s limited capacity to implement and enforce all the rules of a mod-
ern economy across its huge marketplace leaves a commercial vacuum,
ensuring that FIEs still need to enlist the help of local partners. 

Besides the transitional factors, a number of self-imposed problems
arise in FIE negotiation and establishment. The personal ignorance and
error to which a number of managers admitted is in part but not wholly a
function of transition. Notably, many FIEs have erred by entering hastily,
without paying sufficient attention to control of staff and scope of opera-
tions. Strategic decisions regarding partner choice, location, and the mix of
incentives and obligations are all the responsibility of the FIE. 
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Susan Schwab of the University of Maryland further points out that for-
eign investors in China are often totally ignorant of or unconcerned about
the degree to which their contract terms are compatible with international
commercial rules and agreements (personal communication, 16 June 1998).
Such inattention suggests that investors are missing an opportunity to
help prompt reform in China, as well as contributing to their own future
headaches when those rules are officially embraced by China and these
inconsistencies come to light.

The identification of nonpolicy drivers behind FIE concerns itself has a
policy implication: regardless of whether the commercial policy is “right,”
doing business in China will continue to be a challenge. The reader must
be wary of the misguided tendency to presume that all of the roadblocks
facing foreign enterprises in emerging China are mercantile. It is easy for
outsiders to ascribe the Chinese business environment to a monolithic mer-
cantilism on the part of the Communist leadership, and Chinese leaders
can inadvertently contribute to this misapprehension through their strenu-
ous efforts to project a unified front. Those who wish to better manage for-
eign commercial policies toward China (or better manage an FIE in China)
must acknowledge the limits of the policy dimension. That said, the policy
dimension is extensive, and these aspects are discussed next.

Policy Variables

Table 2.9 shows policy problems dominating the process of establishment.
In fact, only three of the topics raised by expatriate managers do not in-
volve the hand of government. The prominence of policy is nowhere
greater than in the negotiation and establishment phase (though in legal
issues it rises to almost the same level). In short, in the gatekeeper func-
tion policy appears to play its greatest role.

At the top of the table are market information problems that complicate
the decisions that FIEs must face. Though transitional capacity inadequa-
cies are being remedied, Communist Party control over media remains ex-
tensive. All newspapers must be registered and under the aegis of a state-
sanctioned entity, and journalists are still occasionally jailed or fined for
reporting unfavorably; in extreme cases, publications are shut down
(Hazelbarth 1997, 14). Authorities have repeatedly attempted to place of-
ficial agencies in charge of disseminating economic data and analyses.
Foreign participation in financial services essential to information gather-
ing and analysis, such as auditing and accounting, remains significantly
limited. China has consistently treated market information as a service
(whereas it has really become a part of business infrastructure in a global
economy), and in service sectors the government intervenes and foreign-
ers are restricted, reflecting an anachronistic understanding of modern
business.
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Policy interference in the ability of FIEs to research market conditions
in China thus remains considerable, and it comes from the central au-
thorities. But impressive progress toward a more open commercial infor-
mation environment has also been made, with new providers appearing
regularly. Increasingly, the problem for new investors will not be official
restrictions on information flow but informal information hoarding by
and collusion among private parties and provincial and local officials,
who hope to preserve their own by protecting them from competition. 

Explicit policy restrictions still affect site selection in a variety of ways.
The foreign banks permitted to operate (on an experimental basis) must
be established in Pudong, Shanghai; retail licenses have been handed out
with only certain cities in mind; with the exception of AIG, the few for-
eign insurers allowed into the market have been made to select just a sin-
gle city in which to operate. Provincial authorities, working below the
central level, often have very specific locations in mind when they grant
approvals. Official incentive policies—the special economic zones—of
course also influence site selection. Finally, some FIEs have been required
to establish facilities in interior provinces in exchange for access to the
more attractive markets along the coast.

Policies designed to limit FIEs’ choice of sites vary in importance by
sector; they can be wholly determinative (as in banking) or nonexistent.
As zones proliferate and competition for foreign investment dollars in-
creases among provinces, restrictive policies seem generally to be waning.
In specific industries, however—again, notably banking—they have be-
come even more important. Depending on how vigorously Chinese lead-
ers try to direct industrial policy, certain “pillar industries” may well face
more geographic limitations in the future than they do today. Meanwhile,
the emergence of markets across coastal China provides a motive (invest
where the markets are, to make money) distinct from that driving the
Party’s geographic preferences (distribute development to ease social ten-
sions); it is reasonable to guess that the logic of the market will win out
over Party policy before too long.

The steering of FIEs toward specific partners is a related issue. Many in-
terviewees recounted pressure to couple with weak domestic firms in need
of bailouts. But unlike siting, which is influenced by a mixture of factors,
this is solely a policy matter. The industry regulators manage these steer-
ing efforts, making proposals that are sometimes hard to refuse. Besides
such specific matchings, the process of establishment more generally tends
to force foreigners into partnering arrangements, if not with a firm then
with local or higher-level patrons. Maneuvering within these partnerships,
or someday separating from partners, has proven difficult and indeed
sometimes impossible. Enforced cronyism is no strategy for economic
health, whether for FIEs or for local Chinese firms. Foreigners will of their
own volition partner with viable Chinese entities, and there are many such
candidates: the time has come to outlaw shotgun weddings.
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Policy factors are present in each of the specific negotiating areas, ex-
cept for the decision about phasing. Structures and conditions of owner-
ship are a matter of central policy, though like other negotiating issues
they are adjusted at lower levels of authority. While Beijing authorities
have experimented in recent years with new enterprise forms, the options
continue to come up short. The share and management control limitations
set by central policy also leave foreigners at a disadvantage in competing
with ethnic Chinese nationals, often forcing them to build circumventions
of the rules into their operations right from the start. 

Policy plays an important role in the labor structure that the FIE will es-
tablish. It prevents representative offices from hiring locals directly, re-
quiring instead that they accept assigned staff. FIEs that are industrial and
commercial ventures are strongly pressured to absorb more staff than
wanted during the examination period, when Ministry of Labor officials
or their subsidiary agents attempt to set human resource policies (which
are not transparent). Restrictions on the labor structure that the FIE will
establish can prevent the foreign partner from providing incentives to
managers and setting human resource policies. Ironically, one of the most
frustrating consequences for FIEs is that they are unable to increase sal-
aries as quickly as they would like for employees who perform well.

The financial structure is restricted by policies that prevent FIEs from
moving money among subsidiaries effectively and from invoicing and
managing credit in China for all but the goods they manufacture locally.
Holdings of foreign exchange have been closely monitored in the past,
with foreign enterprises allowed only limited control over hard currency
holdings. If FIEs were not now generally inclined to want renminbi, this
would remain a problem.44 At present as in the past, however, the level of
FIE control over foreign exchange flows varies greatly, and no definitive
analysis is possible.

Policy explicitly prevents foreigners from setting up enterprises com-
prising sufficient scope: if a firm thrives on close management of distri-
bution, marketing, or after-sales service, it may well be stymied by policy
in China (unless high tech or high-level connections are involved). The
biggest problem here is often the lack of qualified alternatives to doing it
yourself, especially when firms wish to expand beyond the rich coastal
enclaves. 

The need to find an interpretation to legitimate the FIE—for example,
in complex dealings whereby Chinese subsidiaries delegate certain in-
voicing responsibilities to a foreign holding company—is a problem
created by policy. A personal note or interpretation from a senior leader,
or a special dispensation from a central ministry or bureau, often means
the difference between the doable and the illegal. Such fuzziness is echoed
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44. As of late 1998, the problem is returning as investors look for dollars to hedge against
the risk of a Chinese currency devaluation.
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at provincial and local levels. Senior leaders have preserved this system of
administration because it has provided comfort during a time of experi-
mentation and uncertainty, and because it also greases the wheels (i.e.,
spreads enough money around to keep liberalization on track, so far).
While the ends China achieved may have justified those means, a quick
change of paradigm now seems to be in order.

These same points apply to incentives, both official and informal. Cen-
tral policy encouraged local use of incentives to lure FDI, but now that
they are allowed, Beijing has found it difficult to regulate their sometimes
injudicious or illegal extension. These policies are temporarily aggravat-
ing inequitable distribution of wealth and opportunity between China’s
urban and rural areas, and between coast and interior. In response, lead-
ers are contemplating how to level their domestic playing field. Foreign
firms will be torn between supporting reform on the one hand and de-
fending their special privileges on the other. In the end, businesses cannot
be counted on to support the greater good: a fair bit of whining can be ex-
pected on the part of hitherto privileged FIEs before the process of dis-
mantling uneven development is finished. 

Finally, performance requirements are mandated or encouraged by cen-
tral policy and echoed at lower levels. Though performance requirement
policies do not appear prohibitively troublesome, these bureaucratic for-
ays into the market are of dubious value. Firms might well provide better
export performance, local sourcing, and technology transfer without them. 

The interviewees’ perspectives on these issues were used to determine
priority for those matters that included a policy dimension. There are
three rankings.

High: The handling of this issue will directly determine the success or
failure of the venture. 

Medium: The issue can substantially affect the success of the venture
and consumes significant effort during establishment.

Low: The issue is important but manageable during establishment, and
an undesired outcome is unlikely to undermine success.

Their comments suggest that the most significant issues for establishing
a venture are strategic locational pressures, policies designed to steer FIEs
into partnership with designated firms, the attendant partner issues, and
the structural issues of labor control and scope of business operations (see
table 2.9). To be sure, attention should not be limited to only this subset of
themes stressed by one sample of managers. However, it does reflect the
priorities of many (especially Western) foreign-invested enterprises seek-
ing establishment in China. Their concerns center on the subtle relation-
ships that the firm will depend on: with officials, managers, labor, and the
distributors and sellers with which the venture interacts. 
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Market Structure

As shown, many of the concessions that FIEs make in order to establish in
China are questionable. The reason most often given is overzealousness to
get into the market, but there are other complex motivations. It is a com-
mon belief among foreign investors that after accepting a sufficient num-
ber of foreign firms to modernize their country, Chinese technocrats will
then make establishment much more difficult for additional firms. And
even if the center and localities were to agree to opening their borders fur-
ther and eschewing industrial policy indefinitely, another problem par-
tially validates the manic pace of foreign entry. China has shown little
concern for procompetitive regulations that must be instituted at the cen-
tral level. Without such a policy function, a tendency toward collusion
and locking up distribution—already everywhere in evidence in China—
may suffocate competition. 

Market structure problems need not result from policy decisions; they
only require that authorities fail to act. Three themes pertaining to estab-
lishment involve a market structure element, though never in isolation
from the other factors. The first of these is uncertainty about the intentions
of competitors.45 Without a transparent regime for making commercial
opportunities available to all bidders, managers are anxious that rivals
will foreclose markets. Though many markets are unserved or remain
underserved by existing domestic and FIE firms, new entrants can be held
at bay. The fear—whether well founded or not—that markets are being
locked up by competitors willing to make deep concessions has in some
sectors led firms to make hasty decisions.

Second, market structure shapes the decisions that the FIEs must make
regarding site selection and proximity to market. As an inducement to in-
vest, local governments sometimes promise to protect “their” firms from
competition. Such actions make markets available for some FIEs, but only
within the bounds of the jurisdiction in which the venture is favored.
Firms outside those bounds, whether elsewhere in China or abroad, find
themselves on the wrong side of a wall—or at least with no local approval
for establishment. The result is compartmentalization of market shares
and reduced competition in some sectors.

Third, market structure problems lend partner relations much of their
importance. The concentration of market power in a given sector may ap-
pear to be de facto evidence that partner relationships are at work, adding
to the urgency for a potential FIE to join with partners of its own in order
to find a way in. In an open, contestable market, partners are only neces-
sary insofar as they add economic value to the enterprise. In a collusive
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45. While all firms in market economies face this uncertainty, in a more mature market they
can at least assume that their competitors will not attempt to achieve their ends by patently
illegal anticompetitive means; this is not the case in China.
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marketplace, they are needed because they have insider information, offer
the way around a stranglehold on distribution or approvals, or are valued
by someone with authority who controls access to the sector. A partnership
entered for those reasons is liable to suffer a host of problems, including
organizational discord and the misappropriation of shared venture assets
such as intellectual property and technology. Thus the increasing preva-
lence of WOFEs augurs well for the future contestability of the Chinese
market and for FIE performance as well (see chapter 7).

Failure to take into account the market structure likely to emerge absent
competition policy in China is just as costly at the aggregate national level
as at the microeconomic level. Because FIEs are restricted from a variety
of economies of scope, including distribution and services, they are less
able to combat a collusive market. Even FIEs that now enjoy a dominant
position in China because of proprietary technology or the advantage of
early entry will find that an uncontestable market structure works against
them over time: local interests possessing marginally superior claims on
local power brokers (never underestimate Chinese nationalism) or guanxi
with local businesses will chip away at their positions. 
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